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Executive Summary
The chemical mechanical planarization (CMP) of wafers for integrated circuits is an essential – yet
expensive – step in their manufacture. CMP machine down-time due to the replacement of process
consumables, such as wafer retaining rings, is a significant contributor to the process cost. To reduce the
operational cost of their CMP machines, Revasum is interested in exploring new designs and materials for
wafer retaining rings to increase their operational lifetime. Background research showed that there is
currently no suitable method for testing new retaining ring designs and materials for wear characteristics
specific to the CMP process. Available wear testing technologies do not include process-specific elements
like slurry or the complex carrier motion, and therefore would not provide useful results. The Cal Poly
senior project team is responsible for the design and manufacture of a device to characterize wear of new
retaining ring materials under CMP conditions. The characterization of material wear will allow for the
comparison of currently available ring materials and aid in the design and implementation of rings which
have longer operational life. The team has defined the scope of the project as developing a device to
interface with an existing machine (Strasbaugh 6DF optical grinding machine), in order to test material
samples with CMP process parameters. Through a process of ideation – which included brainstorming,
Pugh matrices, a morphology chart, a weighted decision matrix, and conceptual prototyping – a design was
conceived which utilizes a carrier to hold material samples against a polishing pad. Through this carrier, a
down-force was applied by the existing pneumatic cylinder on the Strasbaugh 6DF. An adjustable arm
holding a pad conditioner has been added to the machine in order to closely model the CMP process and
allow for consistency and repeatability across multiple samples. To help the team keep track of tasks and
deliverables, a Gantt chart was created. This has been continually updated and serves as a reference to keep
the design team on track. To date, the 6DF has been installed on the Cal Poly campus and two iterations of
the sample carrier and pad conditioner arm have been manufactured and tested. The team has conducted
testing and confirmed that the design has met all functional requirements and specifications.
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1. Introduction
In the manufacture of integrated circuits or microchips, the surface of the circuit substrate (such as a silicon
wafer) will go through many steps of photolithography and material deposition. When new layers of
deposited materials are added to a circuit, they must be planarized before subsequent lithography and
deposition steps. Planarization is accomplished with a machine that applies a chemical mechanical
planarization process (CMP) and is one of the most expensive aspects of microchip production. Part of the
cost associated with the CMP process is the down-time required to replace a worn-out ring which retains
the wafer in the machine.
Revasum is a company that designs and manufactures equipment that is used all over the world to produce
microelectronics. Bill Kalenian and Ron Foxford are the company points of contact consulting on the
project. To reduce production costs for microchip manufacturers who use Revasum’s CMP machines,
Revasum is interested in exploring new materials and designs for wafer retaining rings that will reduce the
wear they experience during the process. This will increase the cycle life of the rings and decrease the
machine down-time caused by ring replacement.
The purpose of this project is to design and prototype a device that will aid in the analysis of new retaining
ring designs for Revasum’s CMP machines. This device will replicate as closely as possible the wear
experienced by the retaining rings on test samples such that the wear can be characterized and the results
used to select a better ring design. The team working on this project includes four mechanical engineering
students: Austin Fisher, Barten Hansen, Thomas Headland, and Kevin Hurtado, as well as one materials
engineering student: Rikki Fideldy. All team members are completing their final year of their undergraduate
study at California Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo. Included in this document is the initial
research conducted by the team, the scope of the project, and the conceptual design process, design analysis
and selection, final design description and discussion, manufacturing plan, design verification plan, and
project management.

2. Background
Initial research conducted for this project was focused on the CMP processes, wafer retaining rings,
retaining ring materials, and available wear-testing equipment. Interviews with Revasum engineers helped
the team developed a better understanding of the CMP process and the project requirements.

2.1 General Research of CMP
For this project the CMP process had to be understood. The process is used in the manufacture of
semiconductor circuits, where between steps of forming components the surface of the semiconductor wafer
is polished to a flatness that is measured in Angstrom (Å) (tenths of a nanometer). The polishing of a wafer
is shown below in Figure 1. The wafer carrier consists of a retaining ring that encompasses the wafer and a
lifting/pressure application method, in this case in the form of air. This wafer carrier is used in a polishing
device that consists of a polishing pad and a slurry application method. The slurry is used to chemically
wear the wafer in addition to the mechanical polishing. The polishing pad has two parts: a harder, more
aggressive surface layer used for polishing and softer under layer to allow the polishing pad to conform to
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the overall contours of the wafer. This deformation of the softer layer causes a rebounding effect in the pad
that affects the edge characteristics of the wafer and the wear of the retaining ring.

Figure 1. CMP polishing schematic [1].
This retaining ring holds the wafer as it is polished as well as serving as a buffer between the leading edge
of the surface to be planarized and the distortion created in the polishing pad. This distortion is known as
the rebounding effect and is shown below in Figure 2. The deformed area can creep into the region where
the wafer is being planarized and will cause inconsistent results in the planarization as well as possible
damage to the wafer.

Figure 2. CMP head with pad rebounding emphasized [1].
The retaining ring is key in combating this rebounding effect as it allows for the rebounding area to be
moved away from the wafer and onto the ring to improve the wafer planarization. With this increased ring
size and concentration of stress the ring is susceptible to an increase in wear. This reduces the life of the
retaining ring. To combat this, the current procedure at Revasum is to place shims behind the ring to ensure
that 2/3 of the wafer is captured by the ring. This shimming is costly; the CMP process is halted, and the
machine is unusable during the extra period of maintenance. Another problem exacerbated by the increased
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ring wear is that it is necessary to “burn” in a ring by pre-polishing it to ensure the proper planarization
techniques are achieved. This further reduces the usable lifespan of the ring.

2.2 Existing Product and Patent Research
Existing competitor wear rings were also researched to better identify the materials that are used as industry
standards. Many materials were plastics or composites that are outlined in Table 1. The materials that are
to be used in the testing apparatus will be specified by the materials team, who will do further research into
the viability of each material.
Table 1. Existing retaining rings and material types.
Ring Suppliers

Material

Semiplastics [4]

C-10™

Quadrant [5]

Ertalyte

Professional Plastics

Techtron PPS

Greene, Tweed

Arlon®

Ensinger [6]

TECATRON

The mechanical engineering team will be responsible for designing and building a test device to characterize
the materials proposed by the materials engineering team. One of the team’s first ideas was to explore the
possibility of utilizing one of Revasum’s CMP machines (shown in Figure 3) for testing, since the objective
is to model the CMP process as closely as possible.

Figure 3. CMP machine produced by Revasum [2].
After meeting with Revasum for the first time and touring their facility, it was determined that Revasum
does not have spare machines sitting around idle that could be used for testing, since they only build
machines as specific orders come in. Additionally, Revasum stated that machine downtime for the
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replacement of retaining rings is one of the primary factors driving the need for an extended usable ring
lifespan. It would also not be cost effective to employ a CMP machine as the hourly operation cost is $2,500.
Therefore, it is not feasible to utilize an actual CMP machine for testing.
Once it was realized that a CMP machine could not be used for testing retaining ring wear, “off-the-shelf”
solutions were considered. Several machines were found which are designed to characterize material wear
according to the ASTM G77 [3] standard for ring-on-block wear testing, such as the system in Figure 4
below.

Figure 4. Falex Block-on-ring Test Machine [4].
This Falex machine, and others like it, will characterize wear of materials but in specific ways such as
block-on-ring method (as the Falex machine does). After discussion with Revasum, it was determined that
these test methods are not close enough to the CMP process to provide useful results and a different method
will need to be devised.
During the first meeting with Revasum, the team was informed of the possibility of retrofitting a previously
existing Strasbaugh 6DF optical grinding machine (6DF) shown in Figure 5 for testing. This machine
consists of a grinding pad, a slurry delivery system, and a support arm with adjustable pressure. The retrofit
would involve designing and manufacturing a carrier that mounts to the support arm. The carrier would
hold the retaining ring test specimens and press them against the polishing pad. Since Revasum already has
this machine, this option has the advantage of being less expensive. Retrofitting an existing machine rather
than designing a new one from the ground up would also allow the team to focus specifically on the carrier
(which is the most important part) and not invest resources redesigning a polishing pad and slurry delivery
system.
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Figure 5. 6DF Strasbaugh optical grinder.
Picture was taken at Revasum by the mechanical design team.
The team also researched patents related to CMP, focusing mostly on the wafer carrier head, which also
holds the retaining ring in place. Relevant patents can be found in Table 2 below.
Table 2. Relevant patents. [8,9,10,11,12]
Patent Title
Mechanically stabilized
retaining ring for chemical
mechanical polishing
Carrier head with a multilayer
retaining ring for chemical
mechanical polishing
Retaining ring for chemicalmechanical polishing (CMP)
head, polishing apparatus,
slurry cycle system, and
method
Carrier heads, planarizing
machines and methods for
mechanical or chemicalmechanical planarization of
microelectronic-device
substrate assemblies

Patent
Number

Description

US6068548A

A carrier assembly for CMP, includes a retaining ring
removably attached to a rigid backing plate.

US6251215B1

A carrier head for a chemical mechanical polishing
apparatus includes a retaining ring having a flexible
lower portion and a rigid upper portion.

US6419567B1

A carrier head for a chemical mechanical polishing
apparatus includes a detachable retaining ring which
may be used for centering the substrate during
substrate loading.

US6227955B1

Planarizing machines, carrier heads for planarizing
machines and methods for planarizing
microelectronic-device substrate assemblies
in mechanical or chemical-mechanical planarizing
processes.
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Wafer backing member for
mechanical and chemicalmechanical planarization of
substrates

US5830806A

A wafer backing member for use in a wafer carrier of
a chemical-mechanical planarization machine between
the wafer carrier and the backside of a semiconductor
wafer or other substrate.

Researching these patents gave the team an idea of the kinds of mechanisms needed to accomplish the task
of holding a wafer during the CMP process, as well as the relative geometry of those mechanisms. This
general understanding of the process was then extended to the idea of retrofitting the 6DF to fulfill the same
parameters. In particular, the retaining ring for CMP head (patent US6419567B1) shows quite clearly the
general shape of the carrier and its position relative to the polishing pad and sample. An illustration of this
patent is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Illustration of wafer carrier on a polishing pad. [10]
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3. Objectives
3.1 Problem statement
Revasum needs to increase the lifetime of wafer-carrier retaining rings in order to reduce operational costs
for their customers. New ring materials and designs will need to be tested to characterize the wear
experienced during the CMP process. Revasum wants to develop a means of testing retaining ring wear that
closely approximates the CMP process.

3.2 Boundary diagram
The team will design a fitting to hold materials on a Strasbaugh 6DF. The machine to be used for testing
will be purchased by Revasum. The boundary diagram shown in Figure 7 illustrates the area in which the
mechanical design team will create the testing apparatus. It encompasses a carrier that will hold the testing
block and a method of conditioning the polishing pad between tests or during tests. The testing block (which
refers to the sample of material to be tested) will be specified by the materials team. The mechanical team
will also be expected to use the existing arm on the machine, with the possibility of modifying the arm to
conform to the testing parameters.

Figure 7. Boundary diagram.

3.3 Customer Wants And Needs
Table 3 lists the goals of the project as needs and wants from Revasum. “Needs” represent what was
discussed during interviews with the company and are the tasks that absolutely must be accomplished. The
“Wants” are stretch goals that will be completed if time and resources allow.
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Table 3. Revasum needs and wants for wear characterization.
Needs

Wants

Replicate CMP Conditions

Test actual retaining rings

Test 4” Diameter Material Samples

Ring carrier with wafer add-in capability

Utilize Existing Machine
Repeatability Between Tests
Uniform Sample Wear
Last For The Duration of The Project
Minimize Vibration
Minimize Cost

3.4 Quality Function Diagram
A Quality Function Deployment (QFD) process was used to help prioritize the fulfillment of customer
requirements and to develop engineering specifications for the project. The QFD, shown in Appendix A,
characterized many important requirements of the customer. These needs were compared to various
quantifiable engineering specifications such as the maximum allowable angular velocity of the test
apparatus. The QFD is a living document and has been updated over time to ensure the customer needs are
met as the overall design of the project evolves.
During the process it became evident that most potential engineering specifications would be dependent on
how precisely the device will have to replicate the wear experienced by retaining rings during the CMP
process. These specifications have been revised over time to better reflect the current design.

3.5 Engineering specifications
Important specifications generated from the QFD are listed in Table 4 below are necessary for fulfillment
of the project requirements. Table 4 lists the specification, what the target value is, and the method by which
it will be verified: inspection (I), analysis (A), testing (T), or similarity to existing products (S).
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Table 4. Engineering specifications.
#

Specification

Target

Risk

Validation

1

Sample Down-Force

Up to 150 lbf

L

T, S

2

Sample Lateral Force

150 lbf lateral

L

T

3

6DF Quill Interface

0.5” dia. ball and socket

L

I, T

4

Sample Carrier Rotation
Speed

>15 rpm

M

A, T

5

Sample Carrier Gimbal Angle

±10°

M

I

6

Pad Conditioner Interface

4.25" dia. pad conditioning disk

M

I, T

7

Corrosion Resistance

300 Series SS or equivalent

L

I, S

8

Strength

FoS > 2 on all components

L

A, T

9

Vibration Damping

No audible or visible vibration

M

T

10

Radial Oscillation

2-6 inches (radial)

L

I, S

11

Wear Consistency

Even wear pattern throughout
each sample and between
samples

H

I, T

12

Budget

No more than $10,000

L

A

The application of a down-force is low risk because the 6DF arm is rated for the necessary force. Laterally
retaining samples is also low risk because it will be simple to design a carrier that fulfills this specification.
Interfacing with the 0.5 inch ball on the quill will also be a simple design implementation. Allowing the
sample carrier to autorotate and gimbal to the necessary specifications as well as providing pad
conditioning, will be higher risk because without these abilities the machine will not adequately replicate
the CMP process. Analysis will be done to predict the auto-rotation capability of the carrier, as well as
physical testing. The gimbal ability can be inspected prior to testing. The pad conditioner interface can also
be inspected but will require testing as well. Proper corrosion resistance will be necessary because the slurry
will degrade unprotected surfaces over time. It is considered low risk because the expected duration of the
testing period will be short enough that the team can use materials which are vulnerable to corrosion for at
least the first prototype. The strength of the testing machine will be determined by having a factor of safety
of at least 2 for all designed components. Vibration damping is another specification which if it is not met,
the machine will not fully function, and is therefore of higher risk. It will be validated through thorough
testing. Achieving radial oscillations will also be low-risk because the 6DF is already designed to
accomplish this. Given the scale of the project and the size of the budget, the risk of having cost overruns
is low.
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4. Concept, Design, and Development
4.1 Design Process
It was decided that the process by which the design would be created was to consist of four main steps. The
team would begin with several rounds of ideation, move on to a selection process to narrow down potential
solutions to one workable idea, conduct testing to validate that idea, and finally build a functioning proofof-concept.

4.2 Design Concept Generation
To develop the concepts for the individual device functions, several iterations of brainstorming were used
to create lists of possible solutions for each function. The brainstorming sessions focused on coming up
with the elementary functions of the device and simple mechanisms that were likely to provide the required
function. Some mechanisms considered were more exotic than others; the use of magnets was a reoccurring
concept that, while possible, was difficult to justify. Table 5 below lists the functions which the device
would need to perform during testing.
Table 5. Primary device functions.
Function
Hold the sample
Allow the sample to rotate
Interface with the 6DF
Align with the polishing pad
Apply pressure to the sample

Each of the required functions are essential to the design of the carrier in order to meet the sponsor’s needs.
Brainstorming sessions were conducted to generate methods of satisfying each essential function with
mechanical concepts. Once the individual function concepts were generated, they were categorized by
function requirement, such as: sample holding, sample rotation, etcetera. Pugh matrices (shown in
Appendix C) were formed to help compare concepts against one another for each particular function. For
the functions, one concept is used as a datum that the other concepts are compared against for performance
criteria. The Pugh matrix only distinguishes concepts as better, worse, or equal to the datum for a given
criteria and does not weight the criteria. The result of the Pugh matrices was a small list of promising
concepts for each of the device functions which helped narrow the list of potential solutions. Some ideas
were discarded while others were added, including gimbals and 3M DualLock.
A morphology chart was then used to provide a visual aid for combining the possible concepts into device
models. The chart lists the possible concepts in rows with each row representing a different function. The
team this to help put together several of the best combinations of concepts to use as device models and
then compare the different functions.
Design concepts were then sketched after the initial phase of ideation and different combination of concepts
were put together. The concept shown in Figure 8 was considered due to the ease of construction. With
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symmetric parts and a simple lay-out the construction of the system was thought to be easily accomplished
in the early phase. One limitation to this design is the inability to retain the test sample when the arm is
being lifted; due to this issue the design was not chosen.

Figure 8. Potential design. Has a bearing sitting atop the carrier.
The carrier has a gel pad to accommodate pad misalignment.
The team found that, while some system concepts may not have been viable, they helped the team consider
potential issues common to any design. Figure 9 below shows another concept that would use the assistance
of a magnet to apply pressure to the sample. While this idea was deemed possible it was decided that due
to the large amounts of ferrous material used in the optical grinder, this was not a viable design. Different
attachment types for the sample to the sample holder were illustrated, and this brought forth more questions
that the group would need to define - such as how strong the method for attaching the sample would need
to be in both shear and compression.

Figure 9. More complex design
which includes waveform springs, Velcro, ball bearings, and an electromagnet
The design in Figure 10 is more complicated than the prior designs; it has a motor to assist in the rotation
of the test sample and a lead screw for the application of force. The use of a lead screw was determined to
be unnecessary as the 6DF optical grinder could provide down-force with a pneumatic cylinder. This greatly
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simplified the overall design of the carrier and once again illustrated that certain permutations of functions
did not need to be developed further.

Figure 10. Potential design with a motor, lead screw, Lazy Susan-type
bearing, and a gel pad.
After sketching possible design concepts, the team then created conceptual prototypes from basic materials
to better illustrate the use of different functions in conjunction with one another. Different methods to lower
the sample onto the pad were considered, including the four-bar linkage shown in Figure 11. This particular
model was developed with the intention of replacing the existing armature on the 6DF. The four-bar linkage
design concept was eventually abandoned in favor of using the existing armature and quill on the 6DF in
order to simplify the design.

Figure 11. Four-Bar linkage concept.
Another idea that was briefly considered was using a planetary gear set to allow rotation of the sample
carrier. A crude rendition of the concept is shown in Figure 12. Using gears was discarded as a possibility
because of the unnecessary increase in complexity, which would most likely lead to a less reliable design.
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Figure 12. Planetary gear concept for carrier rotation.
Figure 13 illustrates the use of a ball bearing to engage with the quill and allow the sample carrier to rotate.
The urethane bushing is intended to dampen vibration as well as help with alignment of the sample with
the polishing pad.

Figure 13. Ball bearing and polyurethane bushing concept.
From this and conceptual design, the team then employed a weighted decision matrix (shown in Appendix
D) to compare the different concepts. Although the decision matrix helped to compare various designs it
became apparent that there was not enough information to make accurate assessments of the performance
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of each potential design. The team concluded that tests of individual function concepts would need to be
conducted to help determine their performance before selecting a final design.

4.3 Design Analysis
Preliminary analysis was conducted to find the forces that the device will experience. These forces will
drive the design of the carrier geometry and the material selection to ensure the device does not fail
mechanically.
A simple analysis of the forces on the sample from sample moving across the pad is used to determine the
loads on the carrier. The sample and the pad move relative to each other, shown in Figure 14, and generates
a friction force. For a maximum applied pressure of 12 psi, a maximum radial load of about 150 lbf is
applied to the carrier by the sample. This load is calculated assuming the coefficient of friction between the
pad and sample is 1, which is greater than the maximum expected coefficient of 0.7. This analysis will drive
the sizing of all components and connections in the assembly.

Figure 14. Diagram of interface between the test piece and the pad.

One of the most promising ideas for attaching the test sample to the carrier was a product called DualLock,
made by 3M. DualLock is a fastener whose method of attachment is similar to that of Velcro. This was
initially selected because of its simplicity and the ease of use. However, the team was unsure about the
physical properties of DualLock, so it was decided that testing should be done to ensure that the material
would provide enough gripping strength.
DualLock was applied to steel coupons measuring roughly 1.25 inches wide and 3 inches long. The
DualLock was cut so that the contact area being tested would be 1 square inch. The coupons were inserted
into a Lloyd LD50 tension/compression tester to test the shear strength of the fastener, as shown in Figure
15. It was determined that while DualLock did have sufficient grip strength to retain the sample to the
carrier, the adhesive that held the DualLock onto the coupons deteriorated when wetted to the point that it
no longer held up under load. Due to this testing, it was decided that an alternative method of securing the
test sample to the carrier was required.
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Figure 15. Coupons with 3M DualLock being tested in tension.

4.4 Selected Design
After realizing that there were many questions that need to be answered before a final design could be
selected, it was decided that a structural prototype should be designed and manufactured which would serve
as a test platform. This prototype would be simple, while still meeting each of the five functions listed in
Table 5.
The prototype interfaced with the quill of the 6DF, shown in Figure 16, so that no modifications needed to
be made to the machine. This also had the advantage of being able to utilize the pneumatic actuator of the
6DF to apply down-force.
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Figure 16. Ball end of the 6DF quill.
The ball and socket interface on the quill of the 6DF served as the gimbal point for the prototype to align
with the pad. Thus, the prototype itself only needed to accomplish the functions of holding the sample and
allowing it to rotate. There were also elements of the prototype that are modular to allow for the testing and
comparison of various possible design solutions. A render of the CAD model of the prototype is shown in
Figure 17 below.

Figure 17. Isometric view of the structural prototype.
A bushing with a 0.5 inch diameter socket interfaced with the ball at the end of the quill, as shown in the
cross-section view in Figure 18. This bushing was made of polyurethane, which helps dampen any vibration
the carrier experiences and minimize the loads transmitted to the rest of the machine. This component was
easy to swap out, so materials with various stiffness and damping characteristics could be tested to identify
what does the best job of minimizing vibration.
The bushing was supported by a bushing cup, which transmits vertical and lateral loads from the bushing
into the bearing. This allowed the carrier to rotate relative to the quill. The bearing included in the CAD
model is a deep groove ball bearing, which was selected based on size and cost. Angular contact ball
bearings, tapered roller bearings, and other bearings designed for thrust loads were considered but they
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were expensive and had much higher thrust load capacity than what is needed for this application. A deep
groove ball bearing should withstand the thrust and radial loads experienced by the carrier while being
significantly cheaper.
The sample was held in place with a pair of magnets, which was determined to be the best option for easily
retaining the samples after the 3M DualLock was found to be inadequate. The magnets retained the sample
vertically and allowed different samples to be quickly and easily swapped out. A lip on the carrier retained
the sample laterally, and under the application of down-force the friction of the sample with the carrier
constrained the rotation of the sample. A high-friction backing film was used to ensure the sample does not
rotate relative to the carrier.

Figure 18. Labeled cross-section of the carrier structural prototype.
The carrier body was machined out of aluminum in order to minimize the cost associated with purchasing
stock and machining time. Ideally, any surface in contact with the slurry would be stainless steel which
would resist corrosion from the slurry used during operation but aluminum was acceptable for the structural
prototype since it only needed to last long enough to validate the design. After the design of the carrier
assembly had been validated, the need for a new stainless steel carrier body was reevaluated.
The manufacture of the carrier body and bushing cup was outsourced to machine shops with the capability
of creating the parts to the tolerances required for stable operation. The large number of operations required
to manufacture carrier increased the difficulty of manufacture to a point beyond the capability of the team.
The bushing was simple enough that the team could manufacture it with manual lathes in the on-campus
machine shops.
The structural prototype allowed the team to conduct testing on the design to determine if vibration was an
issue, or if using a bushing with damping characteristics to interface with the machine was sufficient. The
rate the carrier assembly auto-rotates was also measured during testing. If it was not fast enough to
sufficiently replicate the CMP process, a new design would be required. Testing also allowed the team to
determine if magnets worked well to retain the sample, or if a more secure method was needed for the final
design.
After the design of the carrier prototype was completed, the team learned that conditioning of the polishing
pad was an important requirement that must be met for the replication of the CMP process. Pad conditioning
required that a conditioning pad be in contact with the polishing pad and swept through the same area of
the polishing pad as the sample. To address this, a conditioning arm assembly was designed to interface
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with the quill off the 6DF and provide the necessary functionality. The new design used the quill of the
6DF for both mounting and for the radial movement of the conditioning pad. The vertical movement and
rotation of the conditioning pad were independent of the carrier assembly through the use of a second quill
that was retained by a sleeve bearing. A thorough discussion of the conditioning arm assembly is provided
in the next section.

5. Final Design
The final design presented to Revasum at CDR is shown in Figure 19 below. The figure illustrates the
Strasbaugh 6DF optical grinder, the sample-carrier assembly design, and pad conditioning attachment
design. Together, the three components comprise a new system that provides a means of testing material
samples for wear characteristics with a process similar to CMP. Midway through testing of the final design,
it was determined that a few changes should be made to improve performance. These revisions are discussed
in Section 5.4.

Figure 19. Computer model of final design for material wear testing machine.

5.1 6DF Optical Grinder
The final design is composed of three main components, the first being the 6DF optical grinder which has
been provided to the team by Revasum and is detailed in Figure 20. The 6DF is used as a starting point for
the rest of the design since it provides process parameters required for replicating the CMP process. Key to
the design are the rotating table with polishing pad, force application, radial oscillation (with respect to the
table), and slurry delivery to rotating table.
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Figure 20. Model of Strasbaugh 6DF optical grinder.
1: rotating table with polishing pad adhered; 2: quill; 3: eccentric oscillator; 4: pneumatic actuator.
The table of the 6DF will rotate at speeds between 0 and 100 rpm and can be set by an existing controller
on the machine. The table has an IC1000 polishing pad adhered to it, a pad that is used in a wide variety of
production CMP applications. The material sample is pressed against this pad while the table and sample
rotate, causing the sample to be worn down. The pressure applied to the material sample is generated by
the pneumatic cylinder mounted on the machine arm. The arm holds a quill which transmits the pressure
from the pneumatic cylinder to the carrier assembly and provides an attachment point for the sample carrier.
The arm is also connected to an oscillator, which rotates the arm through a small arc and sweeps the carrier
radially along the table. The slurry system on the 6DF (not shown in the figure) delivers a slurry onto the
polishing pad and more closely replicates the CMP process. Nalco 2360, a moderately basic solution with
silicon particles, will be used as the slurry for process testing. No assembly is required as this the 6DF is
being provided to the team as a complete unit.
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5.2 Carrier Assembly

Figure 21. Render of carrier assembly.
For the exploded diagram on the right, the components from left to right: material sample, magnets,
backing film, carrier body, ball bearing, bushing cup, and bushing.

5.2.1 Functional Description
The sample carrier assembly, shown in Figure 21 above, is designed to interface with the quill of the 6DF
so that the down-force from the quill is transmitted to the material sample and distributed evenly across its
surface. The assembly also aligns to the 6DF table by rotating about the quill tip, which inserts into the
carrier assembly’s bushing. The assembly allows the sample to rotate about the quill though use of a ball
bearing between the bushing cup and the carrier body. The pressure and relative velocity between the
sample and pad replicates the most significant contributors to wear experienced by a wafer retaining ring
in the CMP process.
The bushing accepts the 6DF quill, transmits the applied force to the bushing cup, and dampens vibrations
produced during operation. Force on the bushing cup is transferred to the inner race of the ball bearing
which allows for rotation of the carrier relative to the quill. The bearing outer race transmits force to the
carrier body, which in turn applies force on the material sample.
A backing film will be adhered to the bottom of the carrier. It will prevent the sample from rotating relative
to the carrier. This will help ensure consistent wear on the sample during testing.
To assist in vertical retention of the sample when the carrier is off the table surface magnets have been
incorporated into the design. Neodymium magnets were purchased from McMaster-Carr. One such magnet
will be glued into a pocket on the underside of the carrier, and the corresponding magnet will be affixed to
the current sample being tested. The holding force provided by the magnets will prevent the sample from
falling out of the carrier while the carrier is off the table.

5.2.2 Analysis and Discussion
To provide vibration damping, the bushing is made from extruded polyurethane stock. The bushing is
cylindrical in shape with a ball-shaped socket bored out of one end. Three Shore A durometers were chosen
for testing; 60A, 80A, and 95A. An analytical assessment (detailed in Appendix G-1) of the forces on the
bushing showed that all three durometers will be sufficiently strong, and that the minimum factor of safety
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for plastic deformation of the bushing is 4. Experimental testing will be used to determine the vibration
damping effects of the three durometers which will be needed to select the best option.
A rigid bushing cup is needed to constrain the deformation of the bushing when force from the quill is
applied. The cup is currently made from 6061-T6 aluminum which provides adequate strength and is more
convenient for prototyping than stainless steel because of its greater machinability. The cup’s resistance to
deformation is assessed using SolidWorks finite element analysis (shown in Appendix G-6) which showed
a factor of safety of 8.
The bearing is an off-the-shelf component, purchased from McMaster-Carr. It sits in between the bushing
cup and the carrier body with a non-interference fit, allowing for easy assembly and disassembly. The
bearing’s suitability is determined by calculating the equivalent radial load on the bearing from the
combined radial and axial loads that the bearing may experience. This is then compared to the listed radial
load capacity of the bearing which produces a factor of safety of 3.5 for a worst-case loading condition.
Calculations are shown in Appendix G-2. The combined loading analysis is required to assess the bearing
because McMaster only lists the radial load capacity of the bearing, while the team expects the axial loading
to be more significant.
The carrier body is also made from 6061-T6 aluminum, a decision made due to the low cost and ease of
manufacturing. It is designed to constrain the sample so that it does not move relative to the carrier. The
intent behind the carrier design is to use relatively simple geometry to support and locate all the other
components and be easy to assemble and disassemble. Aluminum provides sufficient strength to support
the loads from the bearing and sample without significant deformation and without excessive bulk.
An important requirement of the design is that it must allow the sample and carrier to auto-rotate. Constant
and consistent rotation of the sample ensures even wear of the sample during the testing procedure. To
predict whether the carrier design would auto-rotate during testing, an analytical model was developed to
compare torque due to sample/pad friction and torque due to bearing friction.
To simplify the development of a dynamic model, the sample was assumed to be initially at rest and at a
stationary position 6 inches radially from the center of the platen to the center of the disk. The platen was
assumed to be rotating at 100 rpm and the down force on the quill was assumed to be 150 lbf. These
conditions represent the high end of the expected loading, which would give the sample the best chance of
auto-rotation. Shown below in is an example free body diagram of what was expected to be seen. Complete
calculations can be found in Appendix G-4.
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Figure 22. Free Body Diagram of the sample rotating on the platen
The average force was found by estimating the maximum force at the outer radius and the inner radius of
the sample disk on the platen by using
𝐹 = 𝜇𝑁 ,

(1)

where the force Fµ is the force at that radial location, 𝑁 is the average normal force on the platen, and is
the normalized velocity of the point at that radius. These forces were then used to calculate the overall
resultant to find the torque on the disk. Knowing that this torque exists with an acceleration can then be
estimated to then verify that the carrier will rotate using,
𝑇 = 𝐼𝛼 ,

(2)

where T is the torque on the disk, I is the inertia of the disk, and α is the rotational acceleration of the disk.
This analysis has shown that the sample will rotate and will be able to replicate the CMP process. Similar
analysis was done on the pad conditioning head to ensure that it will also rotate.
An analytical model was developed for the bending and stress of the quill on the 6DF due to the sample/pad
friction. The analysis was done to ensure that the quill would not significantly deflect or fail during the
worst-case loading of the quill. A large amount of deflection could possibly cause the quill to vibrate, which
would negatively affect the testing results. The free body diagram in Figure 23 below shows the expected
loading of the quill. Bending analysis was done by treating the quill as a cantilever beam with a point load.
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Figure 23. Quill bending model.
The load on the beam was found by assuming that the disk did not rotate and that the coefficient of friction
between the pad and the sample was 1. Figure 23 shows the reaction forces and moments (Ry, Rx, Mo) as
well as the input forces (Fµ, Fd). The deflection of the quill was found by using:
𝛿=

𝐹µ 𝐿

,

(3)

𝐴𝐸
where Fµ is the frictional force, L is the length of the member, a is the cross-sectional area of the member,
and E is the modulus of elasticity of the material. The deflection (δ) of the quill will be 0.0023 inches,
which is negligible. Calculations are given in Appendix G-3.
The bending fatigue failure analysis of the quill found that the 0.5 inch diameter shaft gave a factor of safety
greater than 50 and is in no danger of failing. Fatigue failure was assessed using Modified Goodman criteria
[13] and is shown below:
𝑛=

𝜎
𝜎
+
,
𝑆
𝑆

(4)

where n is the factor of safety, σa is the amplitude stress, σm is the midrange stress the quill is exposed to,
Sut is the ultimate strength of the material, and Se is the endurance limit. Using this results in a conservative
factor of safety which allows the team to rule out quill failure as a possibility.
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5.3 Pad Conditioner

Figure 24. Computer model of pad conditioner assembly.
1: slot plate; 2: base plate; 3: shaft clamp; 4: mounted ball bearing; 5: pad conditioner; 6: quill; 7: tension
cable with turnbuckle.
The pad conditioning attachment illustrated in Figure 24 is a recent addition to the design which keeps the
pad properly conditioned for reliable and repeatable test results. As the samples are polished, the polishing
pad will get clogged with debris and will experience a glazing effect. A pad conditioner is used to prevent
this by clearing out the debris and slurry from the crevices of the pad, keeping it clean and usable for much
longer periods of time.
The pad conditioning assembly is mounted to the quill of the 6DF, as this was determined to be the simplest
and easiest method of attaching the pad conditioner to the machine. This allows for the radial oscillation
motion of the 6DF arm to be used for the pad conditioner, whereas mounting it elsewhere would require
the addition of many other components in order to provide oscillatory motion. The pad conditioner
assembly consists of two aluminum mounting plates, shaft clamps, mounted bearings, fasteners, a steel
cable, a second quill, and a pad conditioner mounted onto a pad conditioner holder.
The aluminum plates will act as the primary attachment points for the other components and incorporate
slots to allow for radial adjustability of the conditioning disk. This feature can be used to ensure that the
conditioner is contacting the same area of the polishing pad as the sample during testing. Shaft clamps will
secure the whole assembly to the existing quill on the 6DF. The mounted bearings are a low-profile way to
allow the second quill to rotate, which will in turn allow the polishing pad to auto-rotate in the same way
as the sample carrier. The inner diameter of the bearing is sized such that it forms a slip fit with the
secondary quill, allowing the quill to translate in the vertical direction. This is important due to the vast
difference in down-force requirements for the sample and the pad conditioner. Down-force will be provided
directly to the pad conditioner disk by stacking weights on top of the holder. The conditioning disk is
supplied by Revasum and comes with its own carrier and interfaces directly with the ball end of the
secondary quill.
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5.3.1 Conditioning Arm Analysis
The conditioning pad will experience similar loading as the sample in the carrier assembly, although the
lower down-force requirement for the pad conditioner results in loads that are much smaller in magnitude.
Since the conditioner quill is not constrained vertically, only the forces shown in Figure 25 will need to be
analyzed on the arm. Loads were determined based on an assumed pressure of 2 psi applied to the pad
conditioning disk, with a worst-case coefficient of friction of 1, which results in a frictional force of 24 lbf.
The steel cable prevents bending loads from being transmitted into the arm; however, the arm does see
torsion due to the vertical distance between the pad surface and the arm creating a moment. Additionally,
the arm sees a compressive force from reacting the tension in the cable.

Figure 25. Polishing arm model.
Fk is the cable force, Fμ is the conditioner friction force, Fa is the quill reaction forces.
Analyzing the load in the cable shows that it will be under about 34 lbf in tension, while the maximum load
of the steel cable is 300 lbf, providing a significant margin for safety. The arm sees approximately 24 lbf
compression along its axis, as well as 120 in-lbf of torque about its axis. For analysis, only the front plate
was considered as it is the one with slots, which create large stress concentrations. A finite element model
was created in Abaqus. Images showing the mesh, boundary conditions, loads, and results can be found in
Appendix G-7. The plate was loaded in compression, along with surface forces applied to the bearing
mounting holes equivalent to the torsion load. A fixed boundary condition was applied to the area beneath
the bolt heads that fix the slots to the second arm. A von Mises stress plot from the analysis is shown in
Figure 26 below.
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Figure 26. Von Mises Stress Plot of Conditioner Arm.
The scaling of the stress plot shown above has been adjusted so that the maximum (red color) corresponds
to the yield strength of aluminum (40,000 psi). The vast majority of the arm sees stresses well below yield,
with a factor of safety of nearly 10. A stress concentration exists at the boundary condition where the arm
is bolted to the second arm. A close-up view of this is shown in Appendix G-7. Although the stress in this
region exceeds yield, it is likely an artificially high prediction due to the simplified rigid boundary
condition. In reality, the load will be better distributed by washers underneath the bolt heads, and the
flexibility of the plate it is bolted to will allow the load to be more evenly spread between each of the four
fasteners. Still, this analysis does identify that bolted connection as a region at risk of failing if loads are
higher than expected due to unforeseen effects such as vibration. To help identify failures before they
happen, this region will be inspected for stress cracks after every cycle.
Validation of the set screw clamping force was also conducted to ensure the setscrews would have enough
clamping force on the quill. The holding power of a #8 set screw was found to be 385 lbf (at 20 in-lbf) [13]
and with two setscrews holding the polishing arm to the quill the attachment system will be sufficient under
expected operations conditions.

5.4 Design Revisions
After several months of testing the functional prototype of the final design, functional deficiencies were
identified with some aspects of the design. The problems were: inconsistent sample-carrier rotation speed
and in some cases a reversal in direction, ineffective conditioner-arm quill bearings, and uneven pressure
distribution on the material sample and pad conditioner. Revisions which were incorporated into the final
design to address these deficiencies are included in this section.

5.4.1 Sample Carrier Assembly
During testing of the functional prototype to assess the consistency and symmetry of sample material wear,
the team noticed that the sample carrier did not rotate at a consistent speed. This was caused by higher
friction areas on the polishing pad at the extremes of the sample’s stroke along the radius of the pad. When
the edge of the rotating sample encountered an area of high friction, the rotation of the sample was slowed
and, in some cases, would momentarily reverse direction. This problem was addressed by adding inertial
mass to the sample carrier and was first tested by placing a steel annular cylinder on the carrier as shown
in Figure 27 below. The added mass significantly reduced the change in rotational speed during testing,
indicating a new carrier design would benefit from greater inertial mass.
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Figure 27. Prototype sample carrier with added inertial mass.
The carrier was redesigned to be much heavier by increasing the size of the carrier and by having it made
from stainless steel, shown in Figure 28. The design change had the intended effect and reduced unwanted
changes in sample rotational speed to the point that their effect on sample wear rate consistency was
negligible. Stainless steel was chosen due to its increased corrosion resistance over aluminum.

Figure 28. Revised sample carrier design, which adds inertial mass by replacing some of the material
which had been subtracted for the bearing step in the previous design.
This revision was also intended to increase stiffness of the carrier, which improves the even distribution of
pressure on the sample from the carrier. During testing, it was observed that the center of samples showed
more wear than the edges, which is counter-intuitive since the edges see a greater surface velocity on the
polishing pad due to the rotation of the sample carrier. It was theorized that this was due to the design of
the carrier transmitting most of the force directly beneath the bearing seat, rather than evenly distributing it
across the sample. The both designs were analyzed using FEA, and the new design showed significantly
less deflection under load (shown in Figure 29), which would help distribute the pressure on the sample
more evenly. Further discussion of the FEA can be found in Appendix G-7.
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Figure 29. Displacement comparison of the old (left) and the revised (right) carrier designs.

5.4.2 Conditioner Arm Assembly
The bearings chosen to support the pad-conditioner quill were found to be ineffective at allowing the quill
to rotate as intended. The friction inside the bearings was too great and the quill remained static, causing
the pad conditioner to rotate about the ball end of the quill instead. This did not cause a functional problem,
as the pad-conditioner could still auto-rotate adequately and translate vertically. It did, however, pose a
long-term problem because the o-ring inside the pad conditioner, which was rotating directly on the quill,
was beginning to deteriorate. The design was revised to replace the mounted ball bearings with a single
high-molecular-weight plastic sleeve-bearing, which is more appropriate for the application and is shown
in Figure 30. The sleeve bearing performed as expected. It allowed vertical translation of the quill while
supporting the moment generated by the friction on the conditioner from the polishing pad.

Figure 30. Mounted ball bearings are replaced with a single sleeve bearing. Also shown is the prototype
sample carrier being used as the new pad conditioner holder.
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5.4.3 Conditioner Carrier Assembly
Initially, the team had assumed that the pad conditioner would be a unit that would interface with a quill in
the same manner as the sample carrier with no modifications needed. This turned out not to be the case, as
the pad conditioner that was provided was instead intended to be used as an insert into a rigid carrier. While
the pad conditioner insert could interface with a quill and provide some pad conditioning, due to the flexible
nature of the insert the quality of pad conditioning was poor. The outer regions of the conditioner’s stroke
were not adequately conditioned, leaving bands of high friction on the polishing pad. This was addressed
by repurposing the sample carrier functional prototype to be the conditioning pad carrier. Fortuitously, the
pad conditioner insert is a non-interference fit in the old sample carrier but fits so closely that it is securely
retained once wetted. The new pad conditioner is shown above in Figure 30.

6. Manufacturing
The manufacturing process has been split into two categories: components needed for the sample carrier
and those needed for the pad conditioning arm. Many of the components in each category are available as
off-the-shelf parts, but there are a few which had to be manufactured either by the design team or outside
entities.

6.1 Manufactured Components
The manufactured components for the carrier assembly consists of the carrier body, the bushing and bushing
cup. The carrier body was machined by Alumatech, a professional machining company that was chosen
because of their ability to maintain the tolerances specified in the design. It was considered critical that the
sample contact surface and the bearing axis of rotation are perpendicular and that the bearing and carrier
are coaxial to ensure stable operation and test repeatability. The bushing cup was machined at William
Neville Machining, which is another machine shop that has done work for Revasum. Bushings were
manufactured by the team at the Cal Poly machine shop as the machining required was relatively simple
and did not require expensive tooling. The bushing materials, magnets and bearings required for the
assembly were procured from McMaster-Carr. An overview of the manufacturing and assembly process is
outlined in Figure 31.
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Figure 31. Carrier manufacturing plan flow diagram.
The pad conditioning arm assembly consists primarily of unmodified purchased components but also has
two mounting plates that had to be custom made. These plates were machined by the design team at Cal
Poly in the Mustang 60 machine shop. Aluminum stock was purchased from McMaster-Carr, as well as the
clamps and bearings. The rest of the parts were purchased at the local Miner’s hardware store. The
manufacturing and assembly process for the conditioning arm is laid out in Figure 32.

Figure 32. Conditioning arm manufacturing plan flow diagram.
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6.1.1 Sample Carrier Manufacturing
The carrier has critical geometric features, mainly the perpendicularity of the centerline bore where the
bearing and quill attach as well as the flatness of the face that interfaces with the sample.
The carrier was machined out of a section of 304 stainless steel round stock. The initial length was cut using
a chop saw and was 1 inch larger than the final length of the part to allow for machining. The base material
was then loaded into the lathe to begin machining operations. The base was faced off to ensure the precision
of further measurements.
Once facing was completed, a center through-hole was drilled into the piece and the hole reamed to ensure
both the precision of the hole size and a smooth surface finish. The outer diameter of the part was brought
close to the final diameter. The profile of the top of the carrier was roughed in and the outer chamfer was
made. The internal section for the bearing seat was then cut to size slowly to ensure the dimension was a
slip fit with the bearing. The bearing fit is as close as possible without the need for pressing the bearing.
The outer surfaces were then to be brought into final dimensions.
The part was then flipped in the lathe and the center hole drilled earlier was used to properly center the
lathe with assistance from a dial indicator. This operation is critical to ensure symmetry of the part as well
as perpendicularity of the hole and the face of the bottom surface. The bottom surface, and outer ledge were
then all roughed in. The bottom face is then slowly and carefully machined to ensure flatness and
perpendicularity.

6.1.2 Bushing Cup Manufacturing
The bushing cup is also outsourced and machined from 6061-T6 aluminum. The stock is loaded into the
lathe with enough material protruding so that a parting tool can be used at the end of the machining
procedure. The stock was faced to ensure that the subsequent measurements were accurate. Once the stock
had been started the exterior was roughed into size. This was done slowly as the lip on the upper portion
was thin and could be easily broken off. The outer portion was then finished and brought to its final
diameter. The inner portion was started with a drill to then allow a boring tool to be used to ensure that a
flat bottom was created. The final inner dimension was brought in slowly to ensure the cup did not deformed
and maintained cylindricity. The piece was then parted off to the appropriate length and was caught with
the tail stock to ensure the part did not deform from any impacts. The bottom of the part was sanded flat,
and a small hole was drilled in the base of the part so that air can escape when the bushing is inserted.

6.1.3 Bushing Manufacturing
The polyurethane stock was loaded into the lathe with enough material protruding from the chuck so that a
parting tool could to be used to cut off the finished part. The end of the part was faced. With softer durometer
(60A and 80A) parts, care was taken to ensure the material did not tear. The outer diameter was turned to
the proper dimension. The part was then bored using a ball end mill so that the bottom of the socket was
hemi-spherical. This provides the proper interface for the ball of the quill. The bushing was cut to length
and the bottom was sanded flat.

6.2 Conditioning Arm
The conditioning arm is composed of two plates shown in Figure 33 that are fastened together and will
support the pad conditioner. The arm was constructed of aluminum on the end mill.
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(a) Quill Arm

(b) Slotted Arm

Figure 33. Conditioning Arm Plates.

6.2.1 Quill Arm Manufacturing
The aluminum stock for the quill arm was cut to length with a bandsaw and placed in an end mill for further
processing. The lower left corner was indexed with an edge finder. Using that point as an origin, the holes
for the ¼-20 bolts were drilled. Then the lower right corner is used as the origin and are indexed with an
edge finder. From that point the holes for the shaft clamps were marked and drilled. Finally, all sharp edges
were filed smooth and the part was complete.

6.2.2 Bearing And Slotted Arm Manufacturing
Similar to the previous mounting plate, the stock was cut to the appropriate dimensions and placed in an
end mill. The lower right corner was indexed with an edge finder. That is used as the origin and the slots
for the ¼-20 bolts were marked and milled as shown below in Figure 34. Next the lower left corner becomes
the origin and is indexed with an edge finder. Using that origin the holes for the mounted bearings are
marked and drilled. All sharp edges are filed.

Figure 34. Milling of slots on slotted arm.
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6.3 Sample Carrier Assembly
The carrier assembly was adhered together with cyanoacrylate adhesive. This adhesive can be easily
removed with a solvent and will allow for the changing of bushings as well as bearings. The parts were
affixed as shown in section 5.2, Figure 21. The bearing and bushing cup were glued together as one section
then glued into the carrier.

6.3.1 Conditioning Arm Assembly
The arm assembly was bolted together, so it did not require adhesive. The slots from the arm as well as the
location holes were used to bolt the assembly together as shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35. Slotted Arm and Quill Arm Fastened Together.
The sleeve bearing was bolted into the mounting plate with the slots as shown in Figure 36 below.

Figure 36. Bearing assembly installed for conditioner quill.
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Holes were drilled for a loop of cable (shown above in Figure 36) that joined the arm assembly with one
end of the turnbuckle. The other end of the turnbuckle was secured to the arm of the 6DF with another loop
of cable. The shaft clamps were bolted onto the other mounting plate and clamped around the quill of the
6DF arm. Finally, the open holes of the clamp-side mounting plate and the slots of the bearing-side
mounting plate were lined up and joined with ¼-20 bolts. Before tightening, the overall length of the
assembly was adjusted to properly align the radial distances of the sample carrier and the pad conditioner
on the polishing pad. The pad conditioner is retained in its carrier with a magnet, and the carrier positively
indexes with the ball end of its quill. The quill is inserted into the sleeve bearing and allowed to translate
freely on the bearing axis.

6.3 Outsourced Components
The carrier and the bushing cup will be outsourced to local machine shops for manufacturing to ensure the
components are manufactured within the desired tolerances. Communication with these shops and delivery
of the parts will be handled by Revasum.
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7. Design Verification
7.1 Plan Overview
A design verification plan was used to assess whether the engineering specifications detailed in Table 4
have been fulfilled. The plan can be found in Appendix J and is detailed below. Table 6 is an updated
engineering specifications table, which now includes the current status of which goals have been met.
Table 6. Engineering specifications and validation.
Engineering Specification

Target

Risk

Validation

Goal Met

Sample Down-force

Up to 150 lbf

L

T, S

Yes

Sample Lateral Force

150 lbf lateral

L

T

Yes

L

I, T

Yes

>15 rpm

M

A, T

Yes

Sample Carrier Gimbal Angle

±10°

M

I

Yes

Pad Conditioner Interface

4.25" dia. pad conditioning disk

M

I, T

Yes

Corrosion resistance

300 Series SS or equivalent

L

I, S

Yes

Strength

FoS > 2 on all components

L

A, T

Yes

Vibration Damping

No audible or visible vibration

M

T

Yes

Radial Oscillation

2-6 inches (radial)

L

I, S

Yes

Wear Consistency

Even wear pattern throughout
each sample and between
samples

H

I, T

Yes

Budget

No more than $10,000

L

A

Yes

6DF Quill Interface
Sample Carrier Autorotation
Speed

0.5” dia. ball and socket

All testing was conducted on the 6DF in the Bonderson Senior Project Room 110. Personal protective
equipment was worn and consisted of safety glasses, nitrile gloves, and knee-length lab coats. Testing
procedures are outlined in Appendix L. For the tests, normal operation conditions were 20 psi air pressure
(4.2 psi of pressure on the sample), 60 rpm table rotation speed, and 40 rpm arm oscillation speed.
Maximum operating conditions were 65 psi of air pressure, 100 rpm table speed rotation, and 60 rpm arm
oscillation speed. These values were taken from the 6DF control panels illustrated in the operator’s manual
in Appendix M.

7.2 Down-Force Application
The application of down-force on the sample was done with the down-force kit mounted on the 6DF and is
shown in section 5.1, Figure 20. This apparatus was calibrated prior to material testing by measuring the
force generated at the tip of the quill and the pressure of air supplied to the down-force kit for a range of
pressures. A bathroom scale was used to measure the force generated by the quill and the air pressure
measured with the gauge on the 6DF, shown in Figure 37. A trendline was generated from the gathered
quill-force data and used to find an equation relating supplied air pressure to down-force. The machine can
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then be put in operation and the pressure increased until it corresponds with the specified maximum downforce and checked for stable operation. Data was collected during the test and was used to perform an
uncertainty propagation before the final iteration of the design.

Figure 37. Down Force Calibration testing.
The data was plotted, and a trendline was generated to find an equation relating supplied air pressure to
down-force. This plot is shown in Figure 38 below.
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Figure 38. Down-force calibration curve.
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Once the equation relating air pressure to down-force was determined, the pressure applied to the sample
could be calculated by dividing the down-force by the area of the sample. The equation relating air pressure
to sample pressure was therefore determined to be,
𝑃

=𝑃

∗ 0.211

where Psample is the sample pressure in psi, and Pcylinder is the air pressure in the pneumatic cylinder in psi.
Based on the uncertainty in the air pressure reading, the uncertainty in the pressure applied to the sample
was calculated to be ±0.30 psi. The calibration and uncertainty analysis data can be found in Appendix L.

7.3 Sample Retention
To verify that the sample can be adequately retained in the carrier body, the team showed that the sample
does not fall out of the carrier when it is lifted away from the polishing pad, that the sample does not slip
out from under the carrier during operation, and that it does not rotate relative to the carrier. Testing of the
magnetic sample retention was done by inserting a sample into the carrier while the carrier was held in the
hand and verifying that the sample did not fall out. While magnetic retention was successful, it was found
that after a full-scale wear test the sample would be retained in the carrier even without the magnet, so
further use of the magnets was discontinued. The pocket of the carrier which held the samples was
sufficiently deep to prevent them from moving laterally. The rotation of the sample relative to the carrier
was checked by putting a mark on the sample and a corresponding mark on the carrier (shown in Figure
39) before testing and checking to see if those marks were still lined up after the test. After three 10minute tests no misalignment was observed.

Figure 39. Marks drawn on a sample and the carrier to test sample rotation within the carrier.

7.4 Sample Carrier Interface With 6DF
The sample carrier assembly and conditioning arm assembly both needed to interface securely with the
6DF. The bushing of the carrier assembly needed to hold the ball end of the 6DF quill as shown in Figure
27. The conditioning arm assembly had to be clamped to the same quill with shaft clamps. Sufficient mating
of the parts was verified by installing the components and visually inspecting the connections, as well as
attempting to separate the components by hand when the machine was static. The quill had a close fit and
the tip of the quill was set into the bushing recess such that the tip of the quill was completely within the
bushing, so this engineering specification was considered fulfilled.
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7.5 Rotation
To prepare for the rotation test the sample carrier was marked with a line on one side of the top face and an
“X” placed 180 degrees on the other side of the top face, as shown in Figure 40. A sample was loaded into
the carrier and the carrier was fitted to the machine. The initial test of the carrier’s ability to rotate about
the quill was done by rotating the carrier by hand with the machine off. This confirmed correct fitment of
the components. Next, the table speed was turned up gradually, as well as the down force pressure. Once
rotation was confirmed with those parameters, oscillation was added in until the machine was operating at
full capacity. The carrier was able to rotate at 30 rpm under maximum operating conditions.

Figure 40. Marks drawn on the sample carrier to determine rotational velocity.

7.6 Sample Carrier Gimbal
The gimbal angle of the sample carrier was inspected under static conditions by using a protractor while a
quill was inserted into the bushing, shown below in Figure 41. The static test confirmed that the maximum
possible gimbal angle was ±20 degrees. A second test conducted at normal operating conditions showed
that the angle of travel during operation was far less than 20 degrees, thereby confirming that the gimbal
angle met the engineering specifications.
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Figure 41. Measured gimbal angle of the carrier-quill interface.

7.7 Pad Conditioning
The conditioning of the pad was validated by visual inspection of the rotation of the sample carrier as well
as the conditioner. During the first test there was a persistent start-stop condition in both the carrier and the
pad conditioner, indicating that the pad was not being appropriately conditioned. The team realized that the
placement of the pad conditioner on the polishing pad was critical: since the pad conditioner and the samples
being tested were all 4 inches in diameter, they had to stay within precisely the same band on the polishing
pad. The start-stop condition was caused by the path of the samples and the path of the pad conditioner
being mis-aligned which resulted in areas of high friction where the paths did not intersect. Once this was
corrected, the start-stop behavior went away, and the pad was being adequately conditioned. Pad
conditioning was further improved with the addition of the pad conditioner carrier. This better distributed
pressure across the pad conditioner surface and improved the area conditioned.

7.8 Corrosion Resistance
The corrosion resistance of the apparatus was taken into consideration in the design. Aluminum was chosen
for the prototype sample carrier in the interest of saving manufacturing cost and time. Even though
aluminum is not as corrosion resistant as stainless steel, it should be sufficient for the limited lifespan of
the prototype. The carrier was monitored for corrosion throughout sample wear testing, and no significant
evidence of corrosion was found. For the final revision of the sample carrier, stainless steel was used
primarily for its higher stiffness, with the added benefit of ensuring that there will be no chance of corrosion
for the remainder of sample testing. Since the original aluminum sample carrier did not show signs of
excessive corrosion, it was reused as the pad conditioner carrier for the final revision.

7.9 Strength
Incremental testing was done on each component and the machine as a whole to confirm the analysis that
had been performed with regards to strength. Initial testing of the assembled machine was done at low table
speed, low pressure, and with no radial oscillations. Those parameters were gradually increased until the
machine was operating at maximum capacity. Components were observed during operation and visually
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inspected afterwards. This procedure was continued for the duration of the material sample testing, and no
parts showed any signs of mechanical failure.

7.10 Vibration Damping
Vibration damping for the sample carrier and pad conditioner is primarily provided by the polyurethane
bushings that sit between the quills and the carrier bodies. Polyurethane stock was purchased in different
Shore A hardness levels, with the intention of manufacturing multiple bushings and performing physical
tests to determine which one provided the best damping characteristics. Three lengths of polyurethane
stocks were purchased: one each of durometer ratings 95A, 80A, and 60A. Starting with the hardest
polyurethane, bushings of decreasing hardness were tested until vibrations could no longer be detected in
the machine under normal operating conditions. A bushing made of the 95A stock was tested first, and
resulted in very audible vibrations at all machine settings. Testing with the 80A material yielded no visible
or audible vibrations, and so this material was chosen for the bushings.

7.11 Radial Oscillations
Radial oscillation capabilities were confirmed through physical testing. First, a dry run was conducted by
installing the sample carrier on to the 6DF and manually rotating the oscillator. The oscillating mechanism
has a maximum oscillation range of 12 inches, meaning that 6 inches is well within its capability. A second
test was run with the machine at normal operating conditions. The oscillation of the sample carrier was
measured with a ruler and was confirmed to be 6 inches radially.

7.12 Wear Consistency
The consistency of the wear on the sample has been tested over a longer period of time than the other
engineering specifications. To verify that the material samples were wearing down at a consistent rate, the
samples were marked with a permanent marker as shown in Figure 42 below, as this allowed visual
inspection of the sample wear. For the purposes of comparing wear, two samples of the PET material were
marked and run consecutively under the same conditions and for the same amount of time. Visual inspection
of the samples after running them showed an even fading of the markings.

Figure 42. Pattern of marks to be made on the test samples.
Further analysis has been done by the materials portion of the design team. The materials lead then selected
a set of five samples, each of a different material, and tested them for 300 minutes. Measurements were
made of the samples’ thickness at multiple points using a precision dial indicator and of their weights at
30-minute intervals. The data revealed that the different materials had different wear rates but typically had
the same wear pattern. This indicates that the machine is functioning properly and that the design
specification has been met. The team discovered that the initial flatness of the material samples critically
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impacted the wear consistency and that the samples had significant imperfections from their manufacture,
so each sample was lapped on a micro-flat with 1200 grit sandpaper before the tests were conducted. The
wear test results and analysis done by the materials lead can be found in Appendix N. It is interesting to
note that some materials showed an increase in weight over the course of testing, this is due to the materials
propensity to absorb water.

7.13 Budget
A running tally of all expenses incurred by the design team has been kept, including receipts for all
purchases. Requests for purchases sent to Revasum have been archived and added to the total. Costs for all
outsourced components have also been documented. This information is compiled in a spreadsheet
(Appendix H: Budget & Links to McMaster-Carr Products) that is available upon request, so all parties can
know how much of the total budget has been spent and what remains. At the time of the project exposition,
the team was well under budget.
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8. Project Management
The design process has been broken into several distinct parts: problem definition, conceptualization,
detailed design, manufacturing, and testing. Each of these parts of the design process has a variety of
deliverables associated with it. Table 7 shows the key milestones for the project and their completion date.
To keep track of smaller day-to-day tasks and deliverables that build towards the milestones, the team has
utilized a web-based Gantt chart. The current Gantt chart can be found in Appendix B.
Table 7. Project timeline with key deliverables.
Deliverable

Description

Completion Date

Scope of Work Document

Outline of the entire project.

10/26/2018

Preliminary Design Review
(PDR)

First comprehensive review of initial designs.

11/16/2018

Interim Design Review (IDR)

Intermediary review of design progress.

1/17/2019

Critical Design Review (CDR)

Detailed review of all components, costs,
analysis, and updated solution.

2/15/2019

Manufacturing Test and
Review

Status of component manufacturing, updated
test plan, and updated schedule of project
completion.

3/14/2019

Hardware/Safety Demo

Full working prototype and procedure.

4/30/2019

Exposition

Final prototype, final design report, showcase
of the project expo poster.

5/31/2019

During the fall, the team worked with Revasum to fully understand the problem and define the scope of the
project. This phase was concluded with the Scope of Work report. Once Revasum approved of the scope
and had given feedback, the team began the conceptualization phase, during which the team engaged in
unique development techniques. A variety of brainstorming techniques were employed to ensure the team
considered as many creative options as possible. The team also built concept prototypes and models with a
wide range in complexity. The first concept prototype was constructed out of cardboard, tongue depressors,
rubber bands, and other similar craft supplies, which allowed the team to explore the mechanisms and
operation of their conceptual design without getting bogged down with the manufacturing involved in
traditional engineering prototypes. Overall, the intent was to promote and come up with a simple, effective
design that professional engineers might not have considered.
From there different ideas were combined, manipulated, and compared through Pugh and decision matrices,
which helped the design converge toward its first iteration. After performing preliminary analysis, a
conceptual CAD model was created. The team’s intended design and supporting analysis were presented at
the Preliminary Design Review. The team’s main takeaway from PDR was that testing was needed before
a final design could be selected. The two primary tests that need to be completed were a vibration test and
an auto-rotation test. These were two critical aspects of the design that were difficult to predict analytically,
but could be verified very easily once the machine was up and running. These tests would then drive any
design changes that would need to be made before the final iteration of the project. The team decided to
manufacture the structural prototype as soon as possible in order to allow for testing time before CDR in
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February. The CAD model was finalized and manufacturing drawings sent to Revasum the Friday before
winter break began. The sample carrier was manufactured during that time, and was ready to be used during
winter quarter.
In addition to getting the prototype sample carrier manufactured, the 6DF needed to be installed on campus
before testing could be started. This presented several logistical challenges, such as securing an appropriate
location for the machine, as well as supplying power, compressed air, and slurry. Eventually the team
received permission to place the 6DF in one of the senior project rooms in the Bonderson Project Center.
This location had a supply of compressed air and the correct power outlets, and provided a safe and secure
location to conduct testing.
Revasum was responsible for the purchase, assembly, and delivery of the 6DF. Although the machine was
purchased early, there were several setbacks outside of both the team’s or Revasum’s control. Once the
machine arrived at Revasum, it was determined that it did not have a down-force kit installed, which was
necessary for this project. Revasum had to order this and then install it. Additionally, in the weeks leading
up to CDR, a broken part was discovered and a replacement needed to be ordered. Therefore, it was not
feasible to conduct preliminary testing of the structural prototype prior to CDR as originally planned. Once
the machine was ready to be handed over to the design team, it was transported over to Cal Poly on a truck
and maneuvered into position with a pallet jack, where it stayed until the project was complete at the end
of spring quarter.
In parallel with the structural prototype manufacturing and 6DF logistics, the team was working on detailed
design and analysis. In this next phase of the project, concluding with the Critical Design Review
presentation and report, the team’s objective was to finalize the design of the material testing machine,
including all of the manufacturing and assembly processes. The majority of the team’s effort went into the
design and analysis of the pad conditioner arm, since it was not until after the carrier had been designed
that the team realized the importance of having a reliable method of conditioning the polishing pad during
testing. Since the new apparatus was added into the design at such a late stage in the development process,
an effort was made to use as many unmodified, off-the-shelf components as possible. A condensed form of
the brainstorming and ideation process detailed earlier was done which resulted in the preliminary design.
The team received approval from Revasum before proceeding with the manufacture of this pad conditioning
assembly.
The team also performed some further analysis of the sample carrier structural prototype. Since testing of
the structural prototype did not happen until after CDR, further analysis of the existing design served to
confirm that the design would likely work for the final sample carrier, with only slight modifications to the
geometry of the carrier body and its material. Analysis tasks were split up among team members primarily
with respect to members’ preferences and skillsets.
Austin Fisher was responsible for the structural analysis of the carrier assembly and the conditioner arm.
Free body diagrams were used to determine the loads that components would experience based on the
maximum expected loading from the engineering specifications. Depending on the design of the
component, either hand calculations or finite element analysis were used to determine expected stresses in
parts and ensure that a minimum factor of safety of two was met.
Barten Hansen was responsible for the analysis of the bushing material. Given the chosen Shore A
durometers and the dimensions of the bushing, a free body diagram was developed. From there, a Matlab
script was written to determine the compression each material would undergo, as well as if the material
would fail under the expected conditions.
Kevin Hurtado analyzed the rotation of the carrier under expected operational conditions. The friction
caused by a disk rotating on another disk was used as well as finding the effective torque on the disk to
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ensure there would be enough torque to make the carrier auto-rotate. Bending and stress analysis of the
quill was also conducted to ensure the quill would not fail under expected operational conditions as well as
not create any sort of unexpected effect that would negatively impact testing.
Thomas Headland was responsible for providing analysis assistance for the other team members; checking
calculations and analysis design. He is also responsible for documentation of design and analysis as well as
the collation and organization of report sections.
During spring quarter the manufacturing of all the necessary components was completed and testing of the
material samples began. A few design issues were discovered during the initial testing: the sample carrier
developed an inconsistent rotational speed condition and the polishing pad was not being conditioned
properly. To rectify these shortcomings, an inertial mass was added to the carrier structural prototype while
a new carrier was designed with more mass integrated in. Once the new sample carrier was manufactured
and installed, the original carrier was used to hold the pad conditioner and aid in the even distribution of
pressure, creating a more effective pad conditioning apparatus. Additionally, material samples were handlapped before testing to ensure that they were all extremely flat. The combined effect of these modifications
allowed the machine to perform as desired.

9. Conclusion
For this project the combined mechanical and materials team designed two assemblies which convert a
Strasbaugh 6DF optical grinder into a wear testing apparatus whose purpose is to replicate the CMP process
as closely as possible. This was done by using a CMP polishing pad, a chemical slurry that is common to
CMP machines, and new components designed and built by the mechanical team: namely a new sample
carrier assembly, and a new polishing pad conditioner assembly. The sample carrier and the pad conditioner
assemblies were the main focus of the mechanical team, with the primary goal being the creation of a carrier
for samples of test material, and a conditioner to keep the polishing pad flat and clean during testing. The
6DF was installed on the Cal Poly campus, and the team selected and installed various components that
were needed to adapt the 6DF for its new use. The structural prototypes were thoroughly tested and revisions
were made, resulting in a second iteration of the sample carrier and pad conditioning assemblies. Initial
material testing showed that the machine will produce consistent wear between samples of the same
material and similar wear patterns among samples of differing materials. More materials testing will be
needed to conclusively determine which materials would be best for the construction of new wafer retaining
rings.
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Appendix F: Hazard Checklist
DESIGN HAZARD CHECKLIST
Team: Team 66 Ring Wear
Analysis
Advisor: Dr.Rossman

Date: 11/14/2018

Y/N
1.

Will the system include hazardous revolving, running, rolling, or mixing actions?

2.

Will the system include hazardous reciprocating, shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing,
drawing, or cutting actions?

3.

Will any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?

4.

Will the system have any large (>5 kg) moving masses or large (>250 N) forces?

5.

Could the system produce a projectile?

6.

Could the system fall (due to gravity), creating injury?

7.

Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?

8.

Will the system have any burrs, sharp edges, shear points, or pinch points?

9.

Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?

10.

Will there be any large batteries (over 30 V)?

11.

Will there be any exposed electrical connections in the system (over 40 V)?

12.

Will there be any stored energy in the system such as flywheels, hanging weights or
pressurized fluids/gases?

13.

Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or small particle fuel as part of
the system?

14.

Will the user be required to exert any abnormal effort or experience any
abnormal physical posture during the use of the design?

15.

Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the
design or its manufacturing?

16.

Could the system generate high levels (>90 dBA) of noise?

17.

Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog,
humidity, or cold/high temperatures, during normal use?

18.

Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?

19.

For powered systems, is there an emergency stop button?

Y
20.

Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on
reverse.

For any “Y” responses, add (1) a complete description, (2) a list of corrective actions to be taken,
and (3) date to be completed on the reverse side.

Z

Description of Hazard
Pinch point between table
and sample

Rotary table used for
polishing

Emergency stop

Planned Corrective Action

Planned

Actual

Date

Date

All personnel will not place hands between
rotary table and arm

11/15/2018 3/05/2019

Secure any loose and dangling items.

11/15/2018 3/05/2019

Do not touch rotary table when in use.
Ensure machine is unplugged whenever any
adjustments to the rotating wheel are made.

Emergency stop exists on machine and will 11/15/2018 3/05/2019
be clearly labeled

SDS will be present and all personnel will 11/15/2018 3/05/2019
wear appropriate PPE, eye wash station will
Slurry used in polishing is
be clearly marked and ready if necessary
corrosive

AA

Appendix G: Analysis of Components
G-1 Bushing Compression and Yield Calculations

Team 66 Ring Wear
Bushing compression calculations for polyurethane bushings of 60A, 80A, and 95A Durometer ratings
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Dimensions of bushing
Calculations based on FBD
Conversion of Durometer to Young's Modulus
Calculating Bulk Modulus (B) from Young's Modulus and Poisson's Ratio
Calculating change in volume based on Bulk Modulus
Calculating linear change based on change in volume
Displaying compression results
Yield calculations
Factor of safety on yield

Dimensions of bushing
h =
r_o
r_i
d =
t_b
t_w

0.5;
= 0.75 / 2;
= 0.25;
0.33;
= h - d;
= r_o - r_i;

%
%
%
%
%
%

Total height of bushing [inch]
Outer radius of bushing [inch]
Radius of spherical socket [inch]
Depth of spherical socket [inch]
Thickness of bushing base [inch]
Thickness of bushing wall [inch]

BB

Calculations based on FBD
Variables from FBD
F_v = 150;
% Downforce through quill from pneumatic actuator
[lbf] (mass of quill and arm above are negligible)
mg = 0;
% Assume mass of bushing is negligible compared to
downforce
N_v = [];
% Normal force in the vertical direction from the
bushing cup
F_h = [];
% Force due to friction on the carrier assembly,
translated through to the bushing
N_h = [];
% Normal force in the horizontal direction from
the bushing cup
u_s = 1;
F_h = u_s * F_v;

% Coefficient of static friction
% Force due to friction in [lbf]

% In vertical direction
% Using F = ma
N_v = F_v + mg;

% Assume no acceleration

% In horizontal direction
% Using F = ma
N_h = F_h;

% Assume no acceleration

% Calculating stresses based on N_v and N_h
% sigma = F / A
% For vertical force (downforce)
A_v = 2 * pi * r_i^2;
sigma_v = N_v / A_v;

% Surface area of a hemisphere [inch^2]
% Stress on bushing due to vertical force [psi]

% For horizontal force (friction)
A_h = 1 * pi * r_i^2;
sigma_h = N_h / A_h;

% Surface area of half a hemisphere [inch^2]
% Stress on bushing due to horizontal force [psi]

Conversion of Durometer to Young's Modulus
The results are valid for a Shore A hardness of 20 to 80, so validity of Shore A hardness 95 is an assumption.
Location where formula was found:
https://sciencing.com/convert-durometer-youngs-modulus-7941189.html
% E = ((0.0235 * Durometer) - 0.6403)^e
% Young's Modulus [MPa]
e = 2.718281828;
% e is the number e
% For Durometer 60A
E_60A = ((0.0235 * 60) - 0.6403)^e;
E_60A = E_60A * 145.03779467803236;

% Conversion from MPa to psi

% For Durometer 80A
E_80A = ((0.0235 * 80) - 0.6403)^e;
E_80A = E_80A * 145.03779467803236;

% Conversion from MPa to psi

% For Durometer 95A
E_95A = ((0.0235 * 95) - 0.6403)^e;
E_95A = E_95A * 145.03779467803236;

% Conversion from MPa to psi

CC

Calculating Bulk Modulus (B) from Young's Modulus and Poisson's
Ratio
Source for equation:
http://www.mydatabook.org/solid-mechanics/convert-elastic-modulus-constants-shear-youngs-bulk/
Source for Poisson's ratio for polyurethane:
https://www.tpu.covestro.com/en/Technologies/Properties/Mechanical-Properties/Poisons-Ratio
% B = E / (1 - (2 * nu))
% Bulk Modulus [psi]
nu = 0.49;
% Poisson's Ratio is assumed to be 0.5
for polyurethane
% For Durometer 60A
B_60A = E_60A / (1 - (2 * nu));
% For Durometer 80A
B_80A = E_80A / (1 - (2 * nu));
% For Durometer 95A
B_95A = E_95A / (1 - (2 * nu));

Calculating change in volume based on Bulk Modulus
Source for equation: https://www.britannica.com/science/bulk-modulus
% del_V = (P * V) / B
% Change in volume [in^3]
V_v = pi * r_o^2 * t_b;
%
vertical force; cylinder of radius r_o and height
V_h = pi * (r_o^2 - r_i^2) * d;
%
horizontal force; ring of outer radius r_o, inner
P_v = sigma_v;
vertical stress [psi]
P_h = sigma_h;
horizontal stress [psi]

Volume of bushing affected by
t_b [in^3]
Volume of bushing affected by
radius r_i, and thickness d [in^3]

% Change in pressure vertically is the
% Change in pressure horizontal is the

% For Durometer 60A
del_V_v_60A = (P_v * V_v) / B_60A;

% Change in volume vertically [in^3]

del_V_h_60A = (P_h * V_h) / B_60A;

% Change in volume horizontally [in^3]

% For Durometer 80A
del_V_v_80A = (P_v * V_v) / B_80A;

% Change in volume vertically [in^3]

del_V_h_80A = (P_h * V_h) / B_80A;

% Change in volume horizontally [in^3]

% For Durometer 95A
del_V_v_95A = (P_v * V_v) / B_95A;

% Change in volume vertically [in^3]

del_V_h_95A = (P_h * V_h) / B_95A;

% Change in volume horizontally [in^3]

Calculating linear change based on change in volume
% In vertical direction
% Height = Volume / Cross-sectional area [inch]
% In horizontal direction
% Thickness = Volume / Cross-sectional area [inch]
% For Durometer 60A
del_v_60A = del_V_v_60A / (pi * r_o^2);
[in]

% Change in length vertically

DD

del_h_60A = del_V_h_60A / (pi * (r_o^2 - r_i^2));
[in]
% For Durometer 80A
del_v_80A = del_V_v_80A / (pi * r_o^2);
[in]
del_h_80A = del_V_h_80A / (pi * (r_o^2 - r_i^2));
[in]
% For Durometer 95A
del_v_95A = del_V_v_95A / (pi * r_o^2);
[in]
del_h_95A = del_V_h_95A / (pi * (r_o^2 - r_i^2));
length horzontally [in]

% Change in length horizontally

% Change in length vertically
% Change in length horizontally

% Change in length vertically
% Change in

Displaying compression results
% For Durometer 60A
del_v_60A = ['60A will compress ', num2str(del_v_60A), ' inches vertically'];
del_h_60A = ['60A will compress ', num2str(del_h_60A), ' inches horizontally'];
disp(del_v_60A)
disp(del_h_60A)
% For Durometer 80A
del_v_80A = ['80A will compress ', num2str(del_v_80A), ' inches vertically'];
del_h_80A = ['80A will compress ', num2str(del_h_80A), ' inches horizontally'];
disp(del_v_80A)
disp(del_h_80A)
% For Durometer 95A
del_v_95A = ['95A will compress ', num2str(del_v_95A), ' inches vertically'];
del_h_95A = ['95A will compress ', num2str(del_h_95A), ' inches horizontally'];
disp(del_v_95A)
disp(del_h_95A)
60A
60A
80A
80A
95A
95A

will
will
will
will
will
will

compress
compress
compress
compress
compress
compress

0.018241 inches vertically
0.070816 inches horizontally
0.0049931 inches vertically
0.019385 inches horizontally
0.002529 inches vertically
0.0098183 inches horizontally

Yield calculations
Polyurethane Elastomers (elPU) 25 - 51 MPa
Source for data:
http://www-mdp.eng.cam.ac.uk/web/library/enginfo/cueddatabooks/materials.pdf
% 1 MPa = 145.03779467803236 psi
s_y_min = 25 * 145.03779467803236;
polyurethane in psi

% The lowest yield strength of

if s_y_min > sigma_v
disp ('Bushings will not fail from vertical force')
elseif s_y_min < sigma_v
disp ('Bushings may fail from vertical force')
end

EE
if s_y_min > sigma_h
disp ('Bushings will not fail from horizontal force')
elseif s_y_min < sigma_h
disp ('Bushings may fail from horizontal force')
end
Bushings will not fail from vertical force
Bushings will not fail from horizontal force

Factor of safety on yield
Fs_v = s_y_min / sigma_v;
direction
display (Fs_v)

% Factor of safety in the vertical

Fs_h = s_y_min / sigma_h;
horizontal direction
display (Fs_h)

% Factor of safety in the

Fs_v = 9.4927
Fs_h = 4.7464
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G-2 Bearing Loading
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G-3 Quill Analysis

Stress in Quill
%Properies
mu = 1;
E = 27.6 *10^6; %mpsi
Su = 600*10^3; % kpsi
l = 5; %in
D = .5; %in
A = D^2 * pi()/4; %area
I = .5 * pi() *(D/2)^2; %moment of inertia
nu = 0.280 ; %lbf/in^3
rho = nu/32.2 ; %density
%%Stress
Fa = 150; % lb axial force
Fb = mu*Fa; % lb bending force
sig_axial = (Fa)/(A);%axial stress
sig_bend = (Fb*l)/(A*E);%bending stress
sigA_axial= sig_axial/2;
sigM_axial = sig_axial/2;
sigA_bend = sig_bend/2;
sigM_bend = sig_bend/2;
%%Se
%k values
Sep = 0.5*Su;
a = 2.70;
b = -.265;
ka = a*Su^b;
kb = 0.879*D^(-.107);
kc= 1;
kd = 1;
ke = 0.814;
kt = .33; %from table A15

HH
a1 = 0.246 - 3.08*10^(-3)*Su + 1.51*10^(-5)*Su^2 - 2.67*10^(-8) * Su^3;
kf = 1 + (kt-1)/(1 +a1/(sqrt(D/2)));
Se = ka*kb*kc*kd*kf*Sep;
sigA = (kf*sigA_bend + kf*sigA_axial);
sigB = (kf*sigM_bend + kf*sigM_axial);
%%factor of safety
n = 1/(sigA/Se + sigB/Su)
%%Deflection
%due to bending
y = (Fb*(-2*l^3))/(6*E*I)

n = 56.9387 %Factor fo safety
y = 0.0023 %Deflection of quill

Published with MATLAB® R2018a
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G-4 Carrier Rotation

Free body diagram and solving for the force on the outer and inner edge of the Disk

JJ
Solving for location of the resultant force.

Solving for the Resultant force and the Torque the resultant force would apply

KK

G-5 Bushing Cup FEA

LL

G-6 Conditioning Arm FEA
Biased Mesh:

Loads and Boundary Conditions:

MM

Boundary Conditions Close-up (surface beneath bolt heads fixed):

Von Mises Stress Overall:

NN

Von Mises Overall with Contour Limit adjusted to yield strength (40,000 psi)

Von Mises Stress Close-up at Boundary Conditions:

OO

G-7 Carrier Revision FEA
Solid models were imported into Abaqus. A tetrahedral mesh was created, and a fixed boundary condition
was created at the bearing seat. A uniform pressure load was applied in the vertical direction to the lower
surface of the carrier. Shown below is the comparison of relative displacement between the old (left) and
new (right) designs.

Note that in the image above, the color scale for the new design has been set to the same as the old one in
order to better visualize the difference in displacement. An image of the revised design with the default
color scale is shown below. Note that the maximum deflection is about one third of the maximum
deflection of the old design.
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Appendix H: Budget & Links to McMaster-Carr Products

Purchase
Carrier

For Part Number

Quantity

Ttl Cost

Purchased At

Purchased/Acquired

101000

1

498.45

Alumatech

Yes
Yes

Bushing Cup

102000/202002

2

50.00

William
Neville
Machining/
Alumatech

Polyurethane Stock

102001/202003

3

40.41

McMaster

Yes

Bearing

101002/202004

2

32.28

McMaster

Yes

Magnet

101003/102003

4

34.48

McMaster

Yes

Backing Film

101004

1

N/A

Revasum

Yes

Sample

102002

19

N/A

Revasum

Yes

Aluminum Plate

201000/201001

1

38.66

McMaster

Yes

Conditioner Pad
Carrier

202001

1

275.00

Alumatech

Yes

Mounted Bearing

N/A

2

21.90

McMaster

Yes

Sleeve Bearing

201004

1

36.36

McMaster

Yes

Quill Clamp

201005

2

67.66

McMaster

Yes

Turnbuckle

201006

1

12.99

Miner’s

Yes

Steel Cable

201007

2

6.00

Miner’s

Yes

¼-20 Hex Bolt

201008

4

6.00

Miner’s

Yes

¼-20 Hex Nut

201009

4

2.00

Miner’s

Yes

¼” Tension Washer

201010

4

0.80

Miner’s

Yes

5/16-18 Hex Bolt

201011

4

6.00

Miner’s

Yes

5/16” Tension
Washer

201012

4

0.80

Miner’s

Yes

.40” ID Washer

201013

8

7.92

Miner’s

Yes

1/8” ID Spacers

201014

4

1.00

Miner’s

Yes

1,098.30

QQ

Product

Part Number

Link

Polyurethane 60A

8695K175

https://www.mcmaster.com/8695k175

Polyurethane 80A

8695K175

https://www.mcmaster.com/8695k175

Polyurethane 95A

8695K175

https://www.mcmaster.com/8695k175

Bearing

5972K281

https://www.mcmaster.com/5972k281

Magnet

5862K31

https://www.mcmaster.com/5862k31

Aluminum Plate

9246K422

https://www.mcmaster.com/9246k422

Mounted Bearing

5913K61

https://www.mcmaster.com/5913K61

Shaft Clamp

5878T22

https://www.mcmaster.com/5878t22

Sleeve Bearing

4178K2

https://www.mcmaster.com/catalog/125/1182
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Appendix I: Failure Mode Effects & Analysis
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Appendix J: DVP&R
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Appendix K: Risk Assessment
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Appendix L: Testing Procedures
Test #1: Down-force Calibration
Description of Test:
Record down-force applied by 6DF quill over a range of cylinder air pressures in order to generate a
calibration curve and check that the target maximum force of 150 lbf can be reached. The test will be
conducted in building 197-110 at Cal Poly.
Acceptance Criteria:
A pressure of 150 lbf is reached
Personal Protective Equipment:





Safety Glasses
Gloves
Closed toed shoes
Long Pants

Required Materials:






6DF Optical Grinder
Sample Carrier Assembly
Scale
Laptop to record data
Operator’s manual

Testing Protocol:
1. Place scale on polishing pad of 6DF
2. Place carrier onto scale and engage the 6DF quill as per the operator’s manual
3. Use pressure regulator knob to gradually allow air into cylinder. Begin at 0 psi and increase by 5
psi increments
4. Record air pressure and scale reading at each 5 psi increment
5. Repeat steps 3-4 until a pressure of 65 psi is reached
6. Repeat steps 3-5 for a total of three trials
7. Ensure air pressure is 0 psi
8. Remove carrier from quill as per the operator’s manual
9. Remove scale and complete cleanup procedures defined in the operator’s manual

ZZ
Data:
Calibration Data:
Air in (Psi)

Force out(lbs)

0

0

5

10

10

20

15

33

20

48

25

61

30

74

35

89

40

104

45

119

50

135

55

149

60

163

65

177

AAA
Uncertainty Analysis:
Air in (Psi)

Air in
Uncertainty

Calculated Sample
Pressure

Sample Pressure Sample Pressure
Upper Limit
Lower Limit

0

1.41

0.00

0.30

-0.30

5

1.41

1.06

1.35

0.76

10

1.41

2.11

2.41

1.81

15

1.41

3.17

3.46

2.87

20

1.41

4.22

4.52

3.92

25

1.41

5.28

5.58

4.98

30

1.41

6.33

6.63

6.03

35

1.41

7.39

7.69

7.09

40

1.41

8.44

8.74

8.14

45

1.41

9.50

9.80

9.20

50

1.41

10.55

10.85

10.26

55

1.41

11.61

11.91

11.31

60

1.41

12.66

12.96

12.37

65

1.41

13.72

14.02

13.42

BBB

Test #2: Sample Lateral Retainment Under Load
Description of Test:
This test is to verify that the sample carrier can successfully retain the material sample in the lateral
direction during the wear testing process. The test will be conducted in building 197-110 at Cal Poly.
Acceptance Criteria:
The test will be considered successful if the sample remains inside the cavity of the carrier while the
machine is operating.
Personal Protective Equipment:





Safety Glasses
Gloves
Closed toed shoes
Long Pants

Required Materials:





6DF Optical Grinder
Sample Carrier assembly
Slurry delivery system (use DI water in place of slurry)
Operator’s manual

Testing Protocol:
1. Ensure that 6DF has electrical power, air pressure, and DI water cycling through the slurry
system as described in the operator’s manual
2. Insert a sample into the carrier assembly
3. Install the carrier assembly onto the quill of the 6DF as per the operator’s manual
4. Use pressure regulator knob to allow air into cylinder, reaching 65 psi
5. Use table rotation dial to begin table rotation
6. Use oscillation dial to begin lateral oscillation
7. Visually inspect to ensure that the sample is retained
8. Decrease oscillation and rotation to 0 and ensure air pressure is 0 psi
9. Remove carrier from quill as per the operator’s manual
10. Perform cleanup procedures defined in the operator’s manual
Data:
Is the sample laterally retained?
(Circle one):

YES

NO

CCC
Test #3: Carrier-Quill Interface Fitment Inspection
Description of Test:
Test is to ensure the bushing interface of the carrier will properly engage the quill interface on the 6DF.
The test will be conducted in building 197-110 at Cal Poly.
Acceptance Criteria:
The test will be considered successful if the quill is able to rotate inside the bushing, and if
the carrier can rotate when during normal operation of the machine.
Personal Protective Equipment:
 Safety Glasses
 Gloves
 Closed toed shoes
 Long Pants
Required Materials:
 6DF Optical Grinder
 Sample Carrier assembly
 Slurry delivery system (use DI water in place of slurry)
 Operator’s manual
Testing Protocol:
1. Insert a sample into the carrier assembly
2. Install the carrier assembly onto the quill of the 6DF as per the operator’s manual
3. Visually inspect to ensure that the ball of the 6DF quill fits inside the bushing of the carrier
assembly.
4. Physically inspect for rotation of the carrier assembly about the quill
5. Remove carrier from quill as per the operator’s manual
6. Perform needed cleanup procedures defined in the operator’s manual
Data:
Does the ball of the quill remain inside the bushing?
(Circle one):

YES

NO

Does the carrier assembly rotate about the axis of the quill?
(Circle one):

YES

NO

DDD
Test #4: Carrier-Quill Interface Load Test
Description of Test:
This test will ensure the quill properly retains the sample carrier under maximum loading conditions. The
test will be conducted in building 197-110 at Cal Poly.
Acceptance Criteria:
No failure during testing under maximum loading conditions. Carrier assembly can rotate about the quill
during maximum loading conditions.
A failure is defined as the sample carrier not remaining in position on the polishing pad due to the failure
of a component, the bushing becoming disengaged from the quill, or the quill failing to restrain the
sample carrier.
Personal Protective Equipment:
 Safety Glasses
 Gloves
 Closed toed shoes
 Long Pants
Required Materials:
 6DF Optical Grinder
 Sample Carrier Assembly
 Operator’s manual
Testing Protocol:
1. Ensure that 6DF has electrical power, air pressure, and DI water cycling through the slurry
system as described in the operator’s manual
2. Insert a sample into the carrier assembly
3. Install the carrier assembly onto the quill of the 6DF as per the operator’s manual
4. Use pressure regulator knob to allow air into cylinder, reaching 65 psi
5. Use table rotation dial to begin table rotation
6. Use oscillation dial to begin lateral oscillation
7. Visually inspect to ensure that the ball of the 6DF quill remains inside the bushing of the
carrier assembly. Also visually inspect for rotation of the carrier assembly about the quill
8. Decrease oscillation and rotation to 0 and ensure air pressure is 0 psi
9. Remove carrier from quill as per the operator’s manual
10. Perform cleanup procedures defined in the operator’s manual
Data:
Does the ball of the quill remain inside the bushing during operation?
(Circle one):

YES

NO

Does the carrier assembly rotate about the axis of the quill?
(Circle one):

YES

NO

EEE
Test #5: Sample Carrier Autorotation Speed
Description of Test:
Test will ensure the sample carrier reaches an appropriate autorotation speed during normal operation.
The test will be conducted in building 197-110 at Cal Poly.
Acceptance Criteria:
Sample carrier maintains autorotation above 15 rpm
Personal Protective Equipment:
 Safety Glasses
 Gloves
 Closed toed shoes
 Long Pants
Required Materials:
 6DF Optical Grinder
 Sample Carrier Assembly
 Sharpie
 Stopwatch
Testing Protocol:
1. Obtain sample carrier and place it right-side-up on a table so that it is viewed from above
2. Mark a line on the top of the sample carrier using a sharpie, going from the left edge to the
center
3. Place an “X” on the other side of the top of the carrier, 180 degrees from the line
4. Ensure that 6DF has electrical power, air pressure, and DI water cycling through the slurry
system as described in the operator’s manual
5. Insert a sample into the carrier assembly
6. Install the carrier assembly onto the quill of the 6DF as per the operator’s manual
7. Use pressure regulator knob to allow air into cylinder, reaching 65 psi
8. Use table rotation dial to begin table rotation
9. Count and record the number of times the line on the carrier rotates 360 degrees 10 seconds
10. Multiply by 6 to obtain the number of rotations per minute (rpm)
11. Repeat if needed (if autorotation speed appears inconsistent)
12. Decrease oscillation and rotation to 0 and ensure air pressure is 0 psi
13. Remove carrier from quill as per the operator’s manual
14. Perform cleanup procedures defined in the operator’s manual
Data:
Number of times the line on the carrier rotated 360 degrees in 10 seconds: 5
Multiply by 6: 5 x 6 = 30. This is the autorotation speed.
Is the autorotation speed greater than 15 rpm?
(Circle one):

YES

NO

FFF
Test #6: Sample Carrier Gimbal Angle Inspection
Description of Test:
Test will to ensure the gimbal angle of the carrier is within the acceptable range. The test will be
conducted in building 197-110 at Cal Poly.
Acceptance Criteria:

Angle change less than or equal to ±10° from platen
Personal Protective Equipment:
 Safety Glasses
 Gloves
 Closed toed shoes
 Long Pants
Required Materials:
 6DF Optical Grinder
 Material Sample
 Sample Carrier Assembly
 Protractor
Testing Protocol:
1. Ensure that 6DF has electrical power, air pressure, and DI water cycling through the slurry
system as described in the operator’s manual
2. Insert a sample into the carrier assembly
3. Install the carrier assembly onto the quill of the 6DF as per the operator’s manual
4. Use pressure regulator knob to allow air into cylinder, reaching 65 psi
5. Use table rotation dial to begin table rotation
6. Use oscillation dial to begin lateral oscillation
7. Observe and measure the angle of the carrier with the protractor to ensure the angle does not
exceed ±10°
8. Decrease oscillation and rotation to 0 and ensure air pressure is 0 psi
9. Remove carrier from quill as per the operator’s manual
10. Perform cleanup procedures defined in the operator’s manual
Data:
Is the carrier angle over ±10°?
(Circle one):

YES

NO

GGG
Test #7: Pad Conditioner Interface Fitment Inspection
Description of Test:
Pad conditioner will be installed on to the 6DF and proper movement of assembly will be checked. The
test will be conducted in building 197-110 at Cal Poly.
Acceptance Criteria:
Conditioner rotates and translates smoothly.
Personal Protective Equipment:
 Safety Glasses
 Gloves
 Closed toed shoes
 Long Pants
Required Materials:
 6DF Optical Grinder
 Pad conditioner assembly
Testing Protocol:
1. Install pad conditioner assembly onto 6DF as per the operator’s manual
2. Check that the secondary quill translates vertically in a smooth fashion without any excessive
friction or vibration
3. Check that the secondary quill rotates smoothly
4. Perform cleanup procedures defined in the operator’s manual
Data:
Does the secondary quill translate smoothly?
(Circle one):

YES

NO

Does the secondary quill rotate smoothly?
(Circle one):

YES

NO

HHH
Test #8: Pad Conditioner Interface Load Test
Description of Test:
This test is to verify that the pad conditioning arm will not mechanically fail or detach from 6DF during
sample wear testing. The test will be conducted in building 197-110 at Cal Poly.
Acceptance Criteria:
The pad conditioning arm does not break or detach from the 6DF quill during testing.
Personal Protective Equipment:
 Safety Glasses
 Gloves
 Closed toed shoes
 Long Pants
Required Materials:
 6DF Optical Grinder
 Sample Carrier assembly
 Pad Conditioner Arm assembly
 Slurry delivery system (use DI water in place of slurry)
Testing Protocol:
1. Ensure that 6DF has electrical power, air pressure, and DI water cycling through the slurry
system as described in the operator’s manual
2. Insert a sample into the carrier assembly
3. Install the carrier assembly onto the quill of the 6DF as per the operator’s manual
4. Install the pad conditioning arm onto the quill as per the operator’s manual
5. Use pressure regulator knob to allow air into cylinder, reaching 65 psi
6. Use table rotation dial to begin table rotation
7. Use oscillation dial to begin lateral oscillation
8. Visually inspect the pad conditioning arm assembly for damage or detachment from the quill
9. Decrease oscillation and rotation to 0 and ensure air pressure is 0 psi
10. Remove carrier from quill as per the operator’s manual
11. Perform cleanup procedures defined in the operator’s manual
Data:
Is there damage to the pad conditioning arm assembly?
(Circle one):

YES

NO

Has the pad conditioning arm assembly begun to detach or is completely detached from the quill?
(Circle one):

YES

NO

III
Test #9: Corrosion Inspection
Description of Test:
After each full sample test (approx. 5 hours of machine run time) the sample carrier and pad conditioner
assembly components will be inspected for pitting and/or deterioration. The test will be conducted
in building 197-110 at Cal Poly.
Acceptance Criteria:
No obvious pitting or deterioration.
Personal Protective Equipment:
 Safety Glasses
 Gloves
 Lab Coat
 Closed toed shoes
 Long Pants
Required Materials:
 6DF Optical Grinder
 Sample Carrier Assembly
 Pad Conditioner Assembly
Testing Protocol:
1. After each full sample test has been completed, rinse off sample carrier and pad conditioner
so they are free of slurry
2. Uninstall sample carrier and pad conditioner arm from machine as per the operator’s manual
3. Using clean cloth or paper towels, dry off components and wipe off any remaining debris
4. Visually inspect all components for pitting and deterioration
5. Perform 6DF cleanup procedures defined in the operator’s manual
Data:
Are all components free from pitting and deterioration?
(Circle one):

YES

NO

If NO, describe material conditions (location, kind and severity of corrosion):
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

JJJ
Test #10: Mechanical Strength Test
Description of Test:
Test will ensure that no machine components fail during operation due to mechanical loading under
maximum loading conditions. The test will be conducted in building 197-110 at Cal Poly.
Acceptance Criteria:
No mechanical failure of any machine element.
Personal Protective Equipment:
 Safety Glasses
 Gloves
 Closed toed shoes
 Long Pants
Required Materials:
 6DF Optical Grinder
 Sample Carrier Assembly
 Pad Conditioner Assembly
 Slurry delivery system (use DI water in place of slurry)
Testing Protocol:
1. Ensure that 6DF has electrical power, air pressure, and DI water cycling through the slurry
system as described in the operator’s manual
2. Insert a sample into the carrier assembly
3. Install the carrier assembly onto the quill of the 6DF as per the operator’s manual
4. Install the pad conditioning arm onto the quill as per the operator’s manual
5. Use pressure regulator knob to allow air into cylinder, reaching 65 psi
6. Use table rotation dial to begin table rotation
7. Use oscillation dial to begin lateral oscillation
8. Observe all assemblies to ensure there is no sudden failure (visible yielding, cracking,
breaking, or scary noises)
9. After the machine has been running for approximately 5 minutes, decrease oscillation and
rotation to 0 and ensure air pressure is 0 psi
10. Rinse off sample carrier and pad conditioner so they are free of slurry
11. Uninstall sample carrier and pad conditioner arm from machine as per the operator’s manual
12. Using clean cloth or paper towels, dry off components and wipe off any remaining debris
13. Visually inspect all components for cracking, bending, yielding, breaking, or other failure
14. Perform cleanup procedures defined in the operator’s manual
Data:
Are all components free from cracking, bending, yielding, breaking, or other failure?
(Circle one):

YES

NO

If NO, describe material conditions (location, kind and severity of failure):
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

KKK
Test #11: Vibration Test
Description of Test:
Test will be an audible and visual test to ensure the carrier does not vibrate or chatter under conditions.
The down-force as well as the table will be increased by 10 psi and 10 rpm respectively, until maximums
are reached. At each increment the observer will ensure the system does not vibrate or chatter audibly.
The test will be conducted in building 197-110 at Cal Poly.
Acceptance Criteria:
No visible or audible vibrations from the carrier.
Personal Protective equipment:
 Safety Glasses
 Gloves
 Closed toed shoes
 Long Pants
Required Materials:
 6DF Optical Grinder
 Sample Carrier Assembly
 Slurry delivery system (use DI water in place of slurry)
Testing Protocol:
1. Ensure that 6DF has electrical power, air pressure, and DI water cycling through the slurry
system as described in the operator’s manual
2. Insert a sample into the carrier assembly
3. Install the carrier assembly onto the quill of the 6DF as per the operator’s manual
4. Ensure room is quiet
5. Use pressure regulator knob to allow air into cylinder, reaching 65 psi
6. Use table rotation dial to begin table rotation
7. Listen for vibration and chatter.
8. Increase pressure incrementally by 5 psi, and table speed at each increment by 10 rpm
until 65 psi has been reached
9. Listen for vibration and chatter.
10. Decrease rotation to 0 and ensure air pressure is 0 psi
11. Remove carrier from quill as per the operator’s manual
12. Perform cleanup procedures defined in the operator’s manual
Data:
See attached spreadsheet
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Durometer 95A
Step
Speed
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Pressure
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Chatter/Vibration
Yes
No
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Durometer 80A
Step
Speed
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Pressure
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Chatter/Vibration
Yes
No
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Test #12: Sample Radial Oscillation Inspection
Description of Test:
This test is to verify that the sample carrier can successfully oscillate radially along the polishing pad in a
line 6 inches in length. The test will be conducted in building 197-110 at Cal Poly.
Acceptance Criteria:
Sample carrier will oscillate in a line that is 6 inches measured radially along the polishing pad.
Personal Protective equipment:
 Safety Glasses
 Gloves
 Closed toed shoes
 Long Pants
Required Materials:
 6DF Optical Grinder
 Sample Carrier assembly
 Slurry delivery system (use DI water in place of slurry)
 12-inch ruler
Testing Protocol:
1. Ensure that 6DF has electrical power, air pressure, and DI water cycling through the slurry
system as described in the operator’s manual
2. Insert a sample into the carrier assembly
3. Install the carrier assembly onto the quill of the 6DF as per the operator’s manual
4. Use pressure regulator knob to allow air into cylinder, reaching 65 psi
5. Use oscillation dial to begin lateral oscillation
6. Measure the oscillation line length with ruler
7. Decrease down-force and table speed to 0 and ensure air pressure is 0 psi
8. Remove sample carrier as per the operator’s manual
9. Perform cleanup procedures defined in the operator’s manual
Data: Does the sample carrier oscillate 6 inches radially along the polishing pad?
(Circle one):

YES

NO
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Test #13: Wear Uniformity Test
Description of Test:
This test is to verify that the material sample experiences even and uniform wear after being tested on the
machine. The test will be conducted in building 197-110 at Cal Poly.
Acceptance Criteria:
Sharpie marks disappear at an even rate consistently across the material sample.
Personal Protective equipment:
 Safety Glasses
 Gloves
 Closed toed shoes
 Long Pants
Required Materials:
 6DF Optical Grinder
 Sample Carrier assembly
 Slurry delivery system (use DI water in place of slurry)
 Sharpie
 Straightedge
Testing Protocol:
1. Use sharpie and straightedge to make four evenly spaced lines passing through the center of a
material sample. The sample should be divided into 8 quadrants of 45° each - like a pizza
getting cut into 8 slices.
2. Ensure that 6DF has electrical power, air pressure, and DI water cycling through the slurry
system as described in the operator’s manual
3. Insert sample into the carrier assembly
4. Install the carrier assembly onto the quill of the 6DF as per the operator’s manual
5. Install the pad conditioning arm onto the quill as per the operator’s manual
6. Use pressure regulator knob to allow air into cylinder, reaching 65 psi
7. Use table rotation dial to begin table rotation
8. Use oscillation dial to begin lateral oscillation
9. Allow machine to operate for 5 minutes
10. Decrease oscillation and rotation to 0 and ensure air pressure is 0 psi
11. Remove carrier from quill as per the operator’s manual
12. Inspect the sharpie marks on the sample to see if each seems to be wearing off evenly. Take a
picture to document the results.
13. Repeat steps 4-12 until the sharpie marks have completely worn off.
14. Perform cleanup procedures defined in the operator’s manual
Data: Do the sharpie marks disappear at an even rate consistently across the sample?
(Circle one):

YES

NO
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Appendix M: Operator’s Manual
Safety
It is important that proper personal protective equipment (PPE) be worn at all times.
Always:




Safety glasses
Long pants
Closed-toe shoes

If handling components or operating machine:





Safety glasses
Long pants
Closed-toe shoes
Gloves

If handling/mixing undiluted slurry:






Safety glasses
Long pants
Closed-toe shoes
Gloves
Lab coat/smock

PPP

Routine Setup, Operation, Teardown, and General Maintenance
Please reference Figure M2, Figure M3, and Figure M4 for images of control interfaces and important
components.
Machine Setup Instructions:
This section covers the setup procedure for the machine in order to conduct material testing once the
machine has already been installed. For machine installation instructions see the machine installation
manual.
1. The machine requires single phase 120V electrical power to operate and is equipped with a Type
B Class I plug as designated in American standard NEMA 5-15. To power the machine, plug the
cord into a Class B wall outlet.
Warning!
The machine has no “ON” switch. Plugging in the machine will turn on power to
the controls.
2. The machine requires a supply of pressurized air to operate and is equipped with an IndustrialShape Hose Plug compliant with Federal Specification A-A-59439. To connect air supply to
machine, insert the machine hose plug into an Industrial-Shape Push-to-Connect Hose Socket.
Warning!
Exercise caution around sources of compressed air. The air line does not have a
bleed valve and may whip and strike the operator it not held securely when being
released from supply connection.
3. The machine requires a precisely metered flow of slurry to the polishing surface during operation.
This slurry system consists of a MasterFlex L/S peristaltic pump, a container filled with mixed
slurry, and tubing. The pump should be placed underneath the basin of the machine and plugged
into the available electric outlet. The slurry container should be placed near the machine and the
machine basin drain hose placed in the bucket (See Figure M4 for component locations). Tip: If the
container is too far away from the machine the drainage hose may droop, creating a low pocket
where slurry can pool. This will eventually cause the drainage hose to pull out of the container.
Warning!
Ensure that slurry equipment is handled with proper personal protective
equipment (Chemically resistant lab coat, elbow length latex gloves, steel-toed
boots, and sealed goggles). If the slurry touches your skin, immediately rinse with
water. If slurry gets in your eyes, rinse eyes at eyewash station. Seek medical
attention after rinsing eyes.
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Sample Testing Instructions:
1. Ensure that proper machine setup procedures have been followed as described in the previous
section.
2. Check that the sample is completely seated in the sample carrier and the quill is engaged in
the bushing (Figure M1).

Figure M1. Quill inserted into carrier bushing. 1 is the quill, 2 is the bushing.
3. Turn on the slurry delivery system by pressing the “START/STOP” button on the slurry
pump, and check that slurry begins to flow out of the delivery tube.
4. Check that the down-pressure switch on the 6DF control panel is flipped to “UP”, then rotate
the pressure regulator knob to allow approximately 5 psi into the cylinder.
5. Flip the down-pressure switch into the “DOWN” position. The quill should now be applying
downforce to the sample carrier.
6. Gradually rotate the pressure regulator knob until the desired pressure for testing is reached.
7. Rotate the “TABLE” knob so that the polishing pad begins rotating. Ensure that the sample
carrier is auto-rotating on the polishing pad, and that there is no excessive vibration. Increase
table rotation to the desired speed.
8. If desired, add radial oscillation by rotating the “STROKE” knob.
9. Once sample has been tested for desired amount of time, use control knobs to decrease table
speed and oscillation speed until rotation stops.
10. Press the red “STOP” button on the control panel.
11. Turn off the slurry delivery system by pressing the “START/STOP” button on the slurry
pump, and check that slurry stops flowing out of the delivery tube.
12. Use the pressurized sprayer with DI water to rinse off the polishing pad and machine
components with deionized water in order to remove any slurry.
13. Use the pressure regulator knob to release pressure in the cylinder, then flip the downforce
switch to the “UP” position.
14. Lift up on the 6DF arm to disengage the quill from the sample carrier bushing.
15. Remove the sample carrier from the machine. Proceed with machine teardown instructions or
swap a new sample into the sample carrier and repeat the sample testing procedure.
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Machine Teardown Instructions:
1. First ensure that the “STOP” button has been pressed on the machine control panel and that the
machine is not in motion before continuing.
2. Reset the table rotation and arm oscillation knobs to zero if they are not already.
3. Unplug the power cable from the wall outlet and stow cable behind machine.
4. Release air hose plug from supply connector stow hose behind machine.
5. While wearing proper protective equipment, rinse the conditioning arm assembly, sample carrier
assembly, and polishing pad with deionized water. Use the included water sprayer to wash all slurry
off all surfaces and into the machine basin and then into the basin drain.
6. Lift the machine arm and remove the sample carrier assembly. Dry carrier assembly with paper
towel and set aside.
7. Remove pad conditioner and quill – dry with paper towel and set aside.
8. Rinse polishing pad and basin once more.
General Maintenance Instructions:
1. Basic maintenance is to be done during the setup and teardown stages, and is outlined in those
procedures.
2. Be sure to inspect the entire machine for broken or loose components before, during, and after
use, and correct any deficiencies as necessary.
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6DF Control panels.

Figure M2. Control Box for 6DF.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Stop button
Start button
Table speed
Table speed/oscillation readout
Oscillation speed knob
Timer
Auto/manual selection
Slurry pump power switch
Voltage and amperage readout
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Figure M3. Pressure Adjustment Panel
1. Pressure adjustment knob/lock (press in to lock)
2. Pressure gauge
3. Direction Toggle
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Slurry System Components.

Figure M4. Slurry system components.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Waste container
Large drain hose
Small inlet hose
Slurry container
Slurry pump
Pressurized sprayer with DI water
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Non-Routine Component Installation and Troubleshooting
Pad Conditioner Arm Installation Instructions:
1. In order to install the pad conditioner arm, first ensure the main quill is locked into position at the
proper height:
a. To install the main quill of the 6DF, first place the sample carrier assembly (including
material sample) onto the polishing pad.
b. Adjust the arm of the 6DF such that it is approximately parallel to the polishing pad.
c. Place the quill into the quill-holder of the 6DF arm and engage the .5 inch diameter ball
end into the bushing of the sample carrier.
d. Tighten the knob to lock the quill in place.
2. Loosen the clamps on the pad conditioner arm and slide onto the main quill.
3. Adjust the vertical position so that the lower edge of the bottom clamp sits flush with the start of
the taper on the quill (Figure M5). Tighten the bolts on both clamps.

Figure M5. Bottom clamp and tapered end of quill. 1 is the quill taper, 2 are the clamp
bolts.
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4. Adjust the angle of the arm so that it is approximately parallel to the back edge of the basin of the
6DF when viewed from overhead (Figure M6).

Figure M6. Overhead view of the pad conditioning assembly. 1 is the pad conditioning arm, 2 is
the back edge of the 6DF basin.
5. Tighten the clamps using the appropriate Allen wrench.
6. Place the pad conditioner onto the polishing pad beneath the sleeve bearing of the pad conditioner
arm.
7. Slide the secondary quill downwards through the bearing and insert the quill into the bushing of
the pad conditioner in a similar manner to the quill/bushing interface of the sample carrier.
8. Loosen the set screw on the underside of the 6DF arm and slip the loop of steel cable over the
threaded end (Figure M7), forming the triangular shape shown in Figure M6.

Figure M7. Set screw under the 6DF arm. 1 is set screw, 2 is the loop of steel cable from the pad
conditioner assembly.
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Troubleshooting:
1. Condition: Mechanical squealing or squeaking coming from 6DF rotation mechanisms
Suggested Action: Inspect grease points and re-grease as necessary (See Figure M8).

Figure M8. Grease points. 1 is the oscillator grease point, 2 is the arm adjustor grease point.
2. Condition: Sample carrier exhibits start/stop behavior, where it stops rotating at times
Suggested Action: Inspect test sample for uneven wear. If uneven wear patterns are present,
sample likely hasn’t been lapped. Contact mechanical engineering team to get the sample lapped
and prepared for testing.
Suggested Action: Inspect pad for proper conditioning. If bands of high-friction are felt on the
pad, stop testing and adjust the 6DF arm location so that the sample carrier and pad conditioner
cover the same radial area on the polishing pad. Then run the machine with just the pad
conditioner until the bands of high-friction are no longer detectable.
3. Condition: Mechanical clunk or shock can be heard emanating from the 6DF beneath the
polishing pad.
Suggested Action: One or more mechanical components in the 6DF drive train are out of
position or damaged. Contact the maintenance department for repairs.
4. Condition: Slurry mixture is thick and contains solid matter.
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Suggested Action: Slurry has become saturated with particulates from the test samples. Drain the
slurry into the waste bucked and mix up new slurry with a 10:1 ratio (ten parts water to one part
HP-20 concentrate).
5. Condition: Any components show signs of mechanical failure.
Suggested Action: Cease testing immediately and contact manager for parts replacement.
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Appendix N: Wear Consistency Results and Analysis

AAAA

BBBB

CCCC

Observed Wear Rate
0.1
0.08
PET

Wear Rate (g/hr)

0.06

CE 221

0.04

PEEK

0.02

EPX 82

0

Meldin
-0.02
-0.04
30

60

90

120

150

180

Time (mins)

210

240

270

300

